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NOTE: For brevity, BDA is mentioned by name only a dozen or so times throughout this handbook, yet the 
details presented are equally applicable to BDA groups and members, and to phone and Internet groups and 
members. Everyone is welcome and encouraged to join us in carrying our message of hope and recovery. 
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A Call to Action — “Let’s Grow D.A.!” * 

At the 2015 Debtors Anonymous (D.A.) World Service Conference (WSC), our General Service Board Chair, Eileen 
N., said the following in her annual report to the Fellowship: 

“D.A. is still the best kept secret in Twelve-step programs. I still get a blank stare whenever I mention 
Debtors Anonymous to anyone inside or outside the rooms. I want to change that. We need to change 
that. 

“Whenever a suffering debtor makes an appointment with their clergy, or lawyer, or psychiatrists and 
psychologists, I want those professionals to say, ‘I know where you can get some help for your debting. 
Go to Debtors Anonymous.’ We need D.A. to become a household name.  

“How can we do this? By continuing the One Member, One Action initiative started by the WSC Public 

Information Committee. ** And these don’t have to be big things. Even leaving a pamphlet behind in 
the train station, something that simple, could introduce a suffering debtor to Debtors Anonymous.” 

 
“Let’s Grow D.A.!” 

To give you an historical perspective, on April 15, 2015, we collectively practiced Step Twelve with each D.A. 
member taking one action to carry the message of recovery. Groups also acted together, choosing an action 
and/or actions as suggested in Tradition Five: Each group has but one primary purpose—to carry its message to 
the debtor who still suffers. 

In 2016, we challenged our fellow members of D.A. to expand this practice to “Let’s Grow D.A.!” at least once 
every month. Talk to someone, leave a card with D.A. contact information, and/or share about your D.A. 
recovery with sponsors from other programs and with helping professionals you know. In this way, we will make 
D.A. more well-known, and we will Share D.A. Join us! 

Let’s make D.A. a household name. Our estimated membership, as of WSC 2015, stood at 5,000. Let’s work 
together to double, triple, or quadruple our membership in the next few years.  

All members are welcome to reach out to our World Service Conference Public Information Committee at any 
time via pi@debtorsanonymous.org to find out more about our activities and available PI resources. 

“Let’s Grow D.A.!”  

* This short piece was approved as an eBlast by the GSB in early 2016. 
** Subsequently verified — One Member, One Action was initiated by Debtors Anonymous in the United Kingdom. 

NOTE: The “Let’s Grow D.A.!” group (D.A. Group #13017) began in January 2017 and immediately created a 
rallying cry of “20,000 members by 2020.” “Let’s Grow D.A.!” meets on the 3rd Thursday of each month for a 90-
minute Public Information workshop and provides recordings of those workshops at 
https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da. Lots of other resources can be found there, too. 

mailto:pi@debtorsanonymous.org
https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da
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What We Mean When We Say, “Let’s Grow D.A.!” 

When we talk of the growth of D.A., we are, in fact, talking about numbers. We’re not talking about promotion, 
but we are talking about results of actions and inactions. Despite all our efforts to carry the message over the 
past forty years, we grew to a membership of about 5,000 members about 20 years ago and have not grown 
since. As new members join, other members leave. It feels like we have a revolving door sometimes. It’s baffling, 
because we know we have found a solution to compulsive debting that works: 

“Although D.A. did provide temporary relief through its practical Tools and loving Fellowship, what 
made it possible for us to attain and maintain true and lasting recovery was walking the spiritual path 
of the Twelve Steps.” – from the text of Step Twelve in The Twelve Steps, Twelve Traditions, and 
Twelve Concepts of Debtors Anonymous 

We live in a world riddled with the very disease we share, at every level of society, in more countries than not. 
Yet we have failed to attract more than 5,000 members to our new way of life, despite trying: 

“Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this message to 
compulsive debtors, and to practice these principles in all our affairs.” – D.A.’s Step Twelve 

But wasn’t trying, instead of doing, part of our pre-D.A. life? Isn’t it time that we stop trying and actually do this? 
Would your PRG or sponsor or action partner be available to hear you talk about trying for 20 years, if your 
results remained constant? Would you be satisfied or free if that’s how your recovered life progressed? We 
want more for you; we want more for D.A. And we are willing to do the required work. Please join us. 

“Attempting to carry the message is not an afterthought; it is essential to living a life free of 
compulsive debting. Time and again, D.A. experience has shown that if we take recovery for granted 
we can easily lose it. We are too prone to becoming preoccupied with self. Every time we relate how 
the Debtors Anonymous program with the Twelve Steps at its heart changed our lives, we let go of 
focusing exclusively on ourselves. With humility, we remember that we had been unable to make the 
necessary changes on our own—or even to know what they were. As we share what we have been 
given, we renew our willingness and gratitude. Nothing allows us to access the joy of D.A. recovery 
like sharing the message of our own D.A. recovery.” – from the text of Step Twelve in The Twelve 
Steps, Twelve Traditions, and Twelve Concepts of Debtors Anonymous 

So maybe trying is enough. But let’s be honest. Are all our members trying to carry the D.A. message? Are you? 
Let’s take another look at the lack of growth of D.A. We are numbers people. Our numbers go up; our numbers 
go down. We track our numbers, developing action and spending plans, making course corrections, and seeking 
help as necessary. Enjoying the clarity of our numbers has become a way of life for us. Why should we accept 
less than the same clarity for our beloved fellowship? If our income had not grown for 20 years, would we not 
worry and try new actions? To all of this we say: “Let’s Grow D.A.!” Let’s do the work to grow our global D.A. 
membership to 20,000 by 2020. Then we can confidently ask our Higher Power to guide the results. 
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A Closer Look at Our Membership Numbers 

At the end of 2015, the same time period as the comments quoted on page 5, estimated memberships in our 
and several other fellowships looked like this: 

Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.) — 2,100,000 (out of an estimated 18 million alcoholics worldwide) 

Al-Anon — 400,000 (out of an estimated 72 million people qualified by alcoholics in their lives) 

Overeaters Anonymous (OA) — 60,000 

Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous (S.L.A.A.) — 16,000 

Debtors Anonymous (D.A.) — 5,000 

Because A.A. provides easily accessible information on estimated individual and group membership 
(http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/smf-132_en.pdf), we’ll look only at A.A. from here. The next thing to note is 
that A.A.’s membership has also been relatively stagnant since the mid-1990s, rising and falling each year within 
the range of 1.8 to 2.2 million members worldwide. On the other hand, the number of A.A. groups has grown 
steadily during the same period, with a significant dip in group counts only in 2010. 

D.A. in this same period has consistently had 5,000 members and 500 groups, which we hear each year at the 
World Service Conference. An independent meeting count at the end of 2016 revealed 400 meetings in North 
America and 60 on all other continents combined. So, the rounded estimate at 500 groups holds up well. But 
that simply means that not only do our members come and go, so do our groups, and our Intergroups do, too. 
Why aren’t more of us alarmed? More importantly, what are we willing to do about it? 

We’ll need to start by looking at our resources of time and money; then decide — individually and collectively — 
how much of those resources we want to spend on practicing Step 12 in the form of Public Information:  

Time — For members who take on service positions of PI Committee Chair and PI Representative, we 
suggest a commitment of an average four hours per week or 18 hours per month, give or take. If you’re 
enjoying the work and feeling inspired, do more. For PI volunteers, who are available for PI tasks but not 
for a PI service role, please give what you can. We need to develop momentum and that will take a 
consistent, effective, productive commitment to PI activities, and that will take time. 

Money — From A.A.’s profit and loss (http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/en_gsofinancialinfo.pdf), 
specifically 2017 for the U.S. only, we learn that their total income for the year was approximately $12 
million. In turn, they spent $1.1 million (or 9%) on outreach expenses, approximately: $375k for Public 
Information, $275k for Cooperation with Professional Communities (which we call Helping 
Professionals), $150k for Treatment and Special Needs, and $300k for Corrections (which we call 
Hospitals, Institutions, and Prisons). In addition, groups, districts, areas, and Intergroups fund PI in A.A 
directly. Based on fiscal year 2016, D.A. recognized $157,046.41 in total income and reported NO DIRECT 
SPENDING on outreach expenses, and few D.A. groups or Intergroups have PI in their spending plans. 
D.A.’s 2015 outreach spending had been 0.7% of total income. Let that stew for now; we’ll offer 
suggestions in the next section. 

http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/smf-132_en.pdf
http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/en_gsofinancialinfo.pdf
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World Service Conference (WSC) PI Committee Statement of Purpose 

First, a little about the WSC PI Committee and their relationship to our PI service at the grassroots level: 

The WSC PI Committee is one of several committees designed to serve the Fellowship and work in 
conjunction with the General Service Board (GSB) PI Committee and General Service Office (GSO). One 
or two members of GSB PI also serve as trustee liaisons to the WSC PI committee for the purpose of 
facilitating good communication between the Board, the committee, and the Fellowship. 

The WSC PI Committee’s role is to support the GSB and GSO in handling D.A.’s outreach and public 
information responsibilities. Regional PI Committees and Intergroups should refer all requests from 
national and international media outlets to the GSB through the General Service Office 
(office@debtorsanonymous.org). 

According to a past GSB member in mid-2016:  

“The WSC and GSB PI Committees, at their respective levels in the service structure, are not 
about doing the 12th Step work. They are about making 12th Step work possible. Using materials 
provided by the PI committees, and other resources developed by groups and Intergroups, 12th 
Step work becomes less mysterious and is doable at the grassroots level.”  

Bottom line, we need to stop waiting for the WSC or GSB to do our outreach for us. It’s never going to happen. 
It’s our 12th Step, and our work to do. Please keep this in mind, as you read the following: 

The Public Information Committee works to carry the message of D.A. to the still suffering debtor by 
interfacing with the media, helping professionals, the general public and the D.A. Fellowship at large, in 
person, on the telephone and through written information. The Public Information Committee: 

• Utilizes the Debtors Anonymous Public Information Manual and other D.A. Service 
Literature available to the entire D.A. Fellowship as a tool for outreach efforts 

• Supports and trains PI Representatives (PIRs)  
• As guided by the Twelve Traditions of Debtors Anonymous 

What you might first notice is that regional PI Committees, groups, and Intergroups are not mentioned. For 
support to those entities, please contact “Let’s Grow D.A.!” (D.A. Group #13017) at letsgrowda@gmail.com. We 
love to support everyone’s outreach efforts at the grassroots level.  

Now that we understand the meaning behind the WSC PI Committees mission, perhaps we would be better off 
with a different statement of purpose for our regional PI committees: 

The regional Public Information Committee serves its D.A. Intergroup, groups, and community of 
members by actively carrying the message of D.A. to the still-suffering debtor by communicating with 
the general public, helping professionals, and the media. The Public Information Committee: 

• Utilizes D.A. service [materials — including the grassroots “Let’s Grow D.A.!” handbook 
—] available to the entire Fellowship as a tool for outreach efforts 

• Trains, supports, and encourages regional PI Representatives (PIRs) and volunteers 
• Is guided by the Twelve Steps, Twelve Traditions, and Twelve Concepts of Debtors 

Anonymous 

mailto:office@debtorsanonymous.org
mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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World Service Conference (WSC) PI Committee Statement of Purpose — continued  

Now let’s take another look at the audiences to be served by our regional PI committees and grassroots PI 
efforts: 

General Public — One-on-one, face-to-face interaction with still-suffering debtors; outreach to 
members of other twelve-step programs; educational events for the public (per guidelines for special 
events, we should not ask nonmembers to pay an admission); making our message available in public 
spaces and through public means; working with nonprofit and government agencies related to debt and 
debting. NOTE: This PI service area is also concerned with increasing economic and racial diversity in our 
groups and regions.  

Helping Professionals — Working directly with potential advocates for D.A. such as bankruptcy courts; 
credit counseling agencies; credit unions; crisis (suicide) hotlines; doctors and mental health providers; 
eldercare service centers; mental health — psychologists and therapists (especially marriage and family 
counselors); and religious organizations. NOTES: See the Outreach to Helping Professionals section 
of this handbook for guidance on finding professionals working in the fields above. This PI service area 
also includes health fairs and associations of professionals. Outreach to professionals is best served by a 
professional appearance and approach. If PI funds are available, mailings of letters and pamphlets to 
helping professionals is recommended, often preceded and followed by emails and calls. 

Media — Liaison with newspapers, radio, television, bloggers, etc; distribution of press and news 
releases; buses and other transit signs; listing on online calendars and lists of services. NOTES: Outreach 
to the media requires at least one year since a D.A. member has last incurred unsecured debt plus a few 
other guidelines described in the Outreach to the Media section of this handbook; only D.A. members 
who have recently received media training and are currently on the GSB’s media contact list should 
consider themselves qualified for media outreach. 

D.A. Fellowship at Large — Training, inspiring, and motivating current D.A. members to provide 12th 
Step PI service; developing awareness of our strengthened recovery through PI service; social and 
educational events. NOTES: This entire handbook can be considered in-reach to the D.A. Fellowship. 
Carrying the message is our 12th Step and the primary reason for our meetings to exist (5th Tradition). 
The same idea is echoed by D.A.’s statement of purpose: “In D.A., our purpose is threefold: to stop 
incurring unsecured debt, to share our experience with the newcomer, and to reach out to other 
debtors.” And by our responsibility pledge: “I pledge to extend my hand and offer the hope of recovery 
to anyone who reaches out to Debtors Anonymous.” This handbook is intended to describe exactly how 
our members can and do carry the message of D.A. 
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Purpose of This PI Handbook and Where to Find Other PI Resources 

Several Intergroups have already formed regional PI Committees, which have the privilege of facilitating PI in 
local and nearby communities. PI requests from local and regional media, helping professionals, and all others 
might be handled best by regional PI Committees and/or Intergroups. The GSB PI and WSC PI Committees strive 
to provide experience, strength, and hope to members doing PI service at every level. 

The purpose of this 12th Step PI Handbook is to facilitate both outreach and responses to requests 
from and about D.A. at the grassroots level. Just as our program of recovery was founded on one 
debtor talking with another, our greatest potential for attraction of new members is one successfully 
recovering D.A. member talking with one still-suffering debtor, one helping professional, or one media 
representative.  

We have organized the handbook by PI service areas and related topics for easy access to desired information. 
You will find twelve sections of information on these topics, which are also the topics of monthly phone 
workshops hosted by “Let’s Grow D.A.!” (D.A. Group 13017): 

Section 1 — Outreach Preparation for All Interested D.A. Members (pages 5-15) 

Section 2 — Outreach Resources for Regional PI Committees (pages 16-24)  

Section 3 — Outreach Resources for PI Representatives (pages 25-29) 

Section 4 — Making Your Meeting Newcomer-Friendly (pages 30-42) 

Section 5 — Outreach to the General Public (pages 43-51)  

Section 6 — Outreach to Helping Professionals — Part One (Individuals) (pages 52-64) 

Section 7 — Outreach to Helping Professionals — Part Two (Group Presentations) 
(pages 65-69) 

Section 8 — A Review of What We’ve Covered So Far (pages 70-78) 

Section 9 — Outreach to Helping Professionals — Part Three (PIPE) (pages 79-85) 

Section 10 — Outreach to the Media (pages 86-97) 

Section 11 — Hospitals, Institutions, and Prisons (HIP) (pages 98-110) 

Section 12 — Funding Your Group’s and Intergroup’s PI Needs (pages 111-117)  

We’ve laid out this handbook so that you can print only the section or sections you need, rather than printing 
the entire document. (The color-coding, section title pages, etc. have been developed for easy viewing and use 
of the handbook online and on your own devices when downloaded.) Our hope is that you can turn to any of 
these sections by topic and find the information you seek.  

If that is not the case, please visit https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da for more resources and 
recordings on the topics above. And, of course, all GSB-approved PI materials can be found at 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/.    

https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
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Activities Often Hosted by WSC PI and/or GSB PI 

In their role of making 12th Step work possible, WSC PI takes the following inward-focused actions toward the 
D.A Fellowship at Large, which usually fall under one of several categories: 

Fellowship-Wide Calls — Instituted by the GSB, these are international conference calls on a variety of 
subjects. These calls are announced well in advance of each event, and recordings of the presentations 
are often made available to the Fellowship afterward for those members who could not attend. (These 
calls are considered to be “open” D.A. meetings, and members of other programs might be encouraged 
to attend.) In the case of WSC PI, these calls are generally informational in nature. For example, the calls 
hosted in 2016 were titled “How to Grow D.A.” and “Let’s Grow D.A.!” 

eNews — One of the many avenues of communication the GSB has established with the Fellowship, 
eNews is distributed to subscribers via a commercial social media platform. You can sign up for eNews 
by using the “Subscribe to eNews” button at the top of every page of our website at 
www.debtorsanonymous.org.  

eBlasts — eNews is the delivery method; eBlasts are the messages. eBlasts are prepared for special 
events, activities, and breaking news from the GSB, often in cooperation with one or more of the WSC 
Committees or Caucuses. All eBlasts have been approved by the GSB, and most have gone through a 
multi-stage review process. This saves the Fellowship from receiving random messages that might be of 
too little interest. 

Media Contact Training — Provided by the Appointed Committee Member (ACM) for GSB PI, the only 
regular training provided by GSB and WSC for D.A. members interested in doing PI is semi-annual media 
training, generally available at WSC each year and again by phone about six months later. See the 
Outreach to the Media section of this handbook for more details about Media Training.  

In addition, WSC PI and GSB PI usually choose and pursue two or three PI projects during each service year (from 
August to August). For instance: 

In 2016-2017, WSC PI supported Northern California D.A. (http://www.ncdaweb.org/) in attending the 
annual National Conference of Bankruptcy Judges in San Francisco and prepared a stick-figure video for 
use on the www.debtorsanonymous.org website. 

In 2015-2016, WSC PI members planned for and attended the annual Mental Health America event in 
Alexandria, VA; created a 40th anniversary press release and distributed it via an international press 
distribution service; and developed many new PI materials for use in grassroots outreach, all approved 
by the GSB. 

http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/
http://www.ncdaweb.org/
http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/
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General Suggested Qualifications for D.A. Members Who Want to Do PI Service 

Like all of D.A., the primary purpose of members involved with PI service is to carry the D.A. message to the 
debtor who still suffers. Working together, members of our international, regional, and group PI Committees 
convey D.A. information to the media, helping professionals, the general public, and inward to our current D.A. 
members. PI Committee Chairs, PI Representatives, and other interested PI participants should be familiar with 
the D.A. program and able to provide consistent and reliable service to the Fellowship. Previous experience in 
committee work settings is helpful. 

A growing understanding of the Twelve Traditions, including a firm grasp of anonymity (Traditions Eleven and 
Twelve), is most important. This understanding is often enhanced through PI Committees studying available D.A. 
PI materials together. The ideal starting point for becoming a trusted servant in PI service, carrying the message 
of Debtors Anonymous in both public and private settings, includes: 

 Active membership and regular attendance at a D.A. or BDA home group. 

 Active engagement with a D.A. sponsor and having completed the Twelve-step process at least once. 

 Free from having incurred new unsecured debt for at least two years for PI Committee Chairs, one year 
for PI Representatives, and three months for PI volunteers. 

 Experience in at least four Pressure Relief Meetings (PRMs) — at least two given and two received.  

 Commitment to do the work of the relevant PI Committee; the monthly meetings are a small part of the 
work we do together. 

 Dedication to the health and growth of D.A. and a personal passion for carrying the D.A. message to the 
still-suffering debtor. This would usually include completion of the full term of at least one previous 
service commitment — either in your group or at Intergroup or through WSC. 

In addition, here is our vision for the shared characteristics of participants in PI service. Few of us start PI service 
with the following qualifications in place. We are all growing toward these traits through our work and 
Fellowship together: 

 Desire for an understanding of the 12 Traditions (for unity) and 12 Concepts (of service), which closely 
align with the 12 Steps (to recovery). 

 Successful completion of service commitments at many levels — PRGs, sponsorship, meetings, 
Intergroup, and WSC; keeping our commitments is key to our recovery. 

 Ability to work in harmony with others, even amid disagreements. 

 Willingness to learn the difference between majority rule and group conscience by substantial unanimity 
(Concept 12) and willingness to work within the limits of the relevant group’s conscience.  

 Ability to maintain a flexible attitude while working with others. 

 Willingness to follow the spiritual principles by which D.A. service bodies operate (see the first item in 
this list) and to be led toward those principles by our fellows. 
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Five Simple Ways to Carry the Message of Debtors Anonymous (plus a bonus) * 

Thank you for your interest in carrying the message about our lifesaving Fellowship. In D.A., our purpose is 
threefold: to stop incurring unsecured debt, to share our experience with the newcomer, and to reach out to 
other debtors. Many of us who have done PI service find that our own recovery is strengthened by taking the 
simple actions suggested on this page, in other sections of this handbook, and in other PI service literature, 
which can be accessed at http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/.  

Here are some simple actions that any D.A. member may take to participate in D.A. PI service efforts: 

1. Leave a piece of D.A. literature on public transportation or at a supermarket, library, or place of 
worship. Permission might be required. 

2. Post a flyer on a bulletin board at work, school, a community center, etc. Permission may be 
required. 

3. Listen with compassion to someone who is suffering from compulsive debting. Share your own 
experience, strength, and hope, and invite them to a D.A. meeting. 

4. Give the “Information for Helping Professionals” pamphlet to or request an appointment to 
speak with a therapist, bankruptcy counselor, or judge, banker, minister, rabbi, priest, or other 
helping professional. 

5. Share the actions and information in the PI Starter Kit — 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/resources-for-groups/ — and the 
importance of carrying the message in helping our recovering D.A. members to stay solvent. 

As a bonus, here are three additional ways to carry the message, usually performed by groups or committees: 

1. To the general public: Post flyers, distribute D.A. contact information cards, host an 
informational event about D.A., upgrade your website, and visit a prison or other institution. 
Inform your own medical and service providers about our program and ask them to help spread 
the word of D.A.’s existence. The possibilities for outreach to the public are nearly endless. 

2. To helping professionals: Make outreach calls and offer presentations to helping professionals 
in your region. For instance, you might focus on: therapists, clergy, banking and credit 
counseling centers, helping organizations and associations, and the Veterans Association via 
their major medical centers. 

3. To the media: Visit websites of helping professionals, nonprofits, and others to see if a link to 
your regional Intergroup or to https://debtorsanonymous.org might be helpful. If you think a 
link might be helpful, reach out to the website administrator and ask to be listed on their 
resource page. 

* The “Five Simple Ways” have been excerpted from the GSB-approved PI Starter Kit. 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/resources-for-groups/
https://debtorsanonymous.org/
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"Attraction" versus "Promotion" versus “Awareness”  

Our 5th Tradition states: "Each group has but one primary purpose—to carry its message to the debtor who still 
suffers." And our 11th Tradition states: "Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion; 
we need always maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, and films."  

If we take another look at our membership numbers on pages 6-8, it becomes obvious that we’ve allowed the 
“don’ts” of PI to get in the way of the “dos.” Let’s re-think this, starting with a look at each of these words: 

To attract is … to cause to come to a place or participate in a venture by offering something of interest, 
favorable conditions, or opportunities; to evoke (a specified, desired reaction); to cause (someone) to 
have a liking for or interest in something; to be attractive; to be desirable.   

To promote is … to further the progress of (something, especially a cause, venture, or aim); to support 
or actively encourage; to give publicity to (a product, organization, or venture) to increase sales or 
public awareness.   

To be aware is … to know (of); to recognize and acknowledge. Awareness is … knowledge; recognition 
and familiarity; realization. Realization is … to be brought fully into existence.  That’s what we want for 
D.A. We’ll know it’s happened when PI is at the center of our 12th Step and our service structure.  

How did promotion get such a bad rap when it means exactly what we intend to do through our PI efforts? The 
answer is simply misinterpretation. Carrying the message, today and every day, to anyone who is interested and 
might help us reach those who need us, is what we’re supposed to be doing. It is to be promotional of D.A. but 
never of ourselves. The latter is where problems arise; the former is service to the still-suffering debtor.  

Additionally, as you’ll see below, to avoid promotion in this context is to avoid bragging and making promises we 
can’t keep. Remember that this is our 12th Step. We will have had a spiritual awakening before we get started, 
and we will have the tools — through Step 11 and the ten Steps before it — to turn to our Higher Power for help 
and guidance whenever we need it. And we will have learned something of humility which will attract others.  

Excerpted from A.A.’s Public Information Workbook (http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/M-
27i_PubInfWorkbk.pdf): The first Public Information committee in A.A. was formed by the General 
Service Board in 1956. At that time, the following statement of “A.A.’s movement-wide public 
information policy” was written and approved by the General Service Conference: 

“In all public relations, A.A.’s sole objective is to help the still suffering alcoholic. Always mindful 
of the importance of personal anonymity we believe this can be done by making known to him, 
and to those who may be interested in his problems, our own experience as individuals and as a 
Fellowship in learning to live without alcohol. We believe that our experience should be made 
available freely to all who express sincere interest. We believe further that all efforts in this field 
should always reflect our gratitude for the gift of sobriety and our awareness that many outside 
A.A. are equally concerned with the serious problem of alcoholism.” 

 

 

http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/M-27i_PubInfWorkbk.pdf
http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/M-27i_PubInfWorkbk.pdf
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— Section 2 — 

Outreach Resources for 
Regional PI Committees 
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Creation of and Activities for Regional PI Committees 

Together we can accomplish what none of us could accomplish alone. This is the simple principle underlying the 
need for regional Public Information Committees (PICs) and PI Representatives (PIRs). In D.A., our purpose is 
threefold: to stop incurring unsecured debt, to share our experience with newcomers, and to reach out to other 
debtors. In many instances, an individual member or even a single D.A. group operating by itself cannot carry 
the message effectively. PI service is an undertaking in which we need our fellow D.A. members more than ever. 

PI Committees are gatherings of D.A. members who coordinate PI service for their D.A. groups, along with 
individual members with a passion for the 12th Step, throughout a specific geographic region. There’s also the 
World Service Conference (WSC) PI Committee, which is made up of members from all parts of the world. PI 
Committees usually meet monthly, often by conference call, to plan and provide outreach services for entire 
regions. “Let’s Grow D.A.!” provides PI support to D.A. members, groups, Intergroups, and committees both 
nationally and internationally. 

PI Committees and PI Representatives play a vital role in carrying the D.A. message to the still-suffering debtor. 
We can be the first source of recovery contact and materials for someone who is struggling with debting. 
Therefore, the primary purpose of PI Committees is to support regional D.A. meetings and members in carrying 
the message and to help direct potential newcomers to those meetings. 

As mentioned before, some Intergroups have already formed their own PI Committees, which have the privilege 
of facilitating PI at their regional levels. PI requests from local and regional media, helping professionals, the 
general public, and all others might be handled best by regional PI Committees and/or Intergroups.  

Most regional PI Committees start small, two or three members. Yet we often find our committee memberships 
growing quickly. In D.A., service goes hand in hand with self-care. In fact, service, especially PI service, is fun, 
fulfilling, and lifesaving. Start a PI Committee, let your D.A. community know how much you’re enjoying both 
service and fellowship. Don’t be surprised if your committee grows to 8–10 members within six to nine months. 

At that point, most regional PI Committees focus themselves along the same lines as the WSC PI Committee. 
Creating a similar focus usually maintains shared priorities between committee members and avoids problems 
of unintentional isolation. It also allows the “Let’s Grow D.A.!” group to help quickly when asked. We love to 
help Intergroups, groups, and members with PI outreach, just email us at letsgrowda@gmail.com.  

The suggested committee structure looks like this (obviously smaller committees will combine these roles): 

Committee officers — Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary, and Treasurer  

Outreach audiences — General Public, Helping Professionals, Media, D.A. Fellowship at Large 

For this handbook, we will describe only the PI Committee Chair (PICC) and PI Representative (PIR) positions. See 
the Debtors Anonymous Manual for Service (DAMS) for more information about D.A. committee structure. 

mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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Suggested Qualifications, Term of Service, and Duties for PI Chairs 

SUGGESTED QUALIFICATIONS: In addition to the suggested qualifications listed on page 13, the Public 
Information Chair (PIC) should be enthusiastic and passionate about D.A.’s 12th Step work. Although newer 
solvency might lend itself to more passion and energy for this “on the street” and “out in the community” form 
of carrying the message, the PI Chair is best served by a few years membership in the D.A. program, two years at 
minimum. The PI Chair should be: organized enough to keep good, clear records and comfortable reporting 
progress at monthly committee and occasional group business meetings. Sales and management experience are 
both useful, but not necessary. Delegation skills are vital to the success of this position. Commitment and 
ongoing availability — we suggest an average of four hours per week or 18 hours per month — will help the PI 
Chair do her or his job. 

TERM OF SERVICE: 2 years (maximum 4 years/2 rotations) 

DUTIES: Most importantly, the PI Chair develops outreach opportunities, whether by outreach to the general 
public, helping professionals, the media, or other organizations. The regional PI Chair and PI Committee also 
invite D.A. members to participate in PI service, by outreach to groups and members throughout the regional 
service area. The PI Chair reports on progress at each monthly (or bimonthly or quarterly) Intergroup meeting, 
seeking help and guidance from other Intergroup members. If she or he cannot attend, the PI Chair is well-
served to send an alternate from the regional PI Committee to report on her or his behalf.  

The PI Chair’s primary work is through the regional PI Committee and its members. The PI Chair’s duties related 
to the PI Committee include: ensuring committee members are giving and receiving leadership based on the 
committee’s and D.A.’s group conscience decisions; receiving and giving support for the many tasks at hand; 
maintaining archives of successful PI activities for repeat performance in the future; using the PI Committee’s 
financial resources wisely; and ensuring availability of necessary outreach materials for planned activities and 
events. Planning ahead and avoiding unnecessary urgency is in everyone’s best interest.  

Again, most regional PI Committees adopt a structure based on that of the WSC PI Committee: 

Committee officers — Chairperson, Vice Chair, Secretary, and Treasurer 

Outreach audiences — General Public, Helping Professionals, Media, D.A. Fellowship at Large 

Each outreach audience is a focus area for specific outreach actions and opportunities. PI Committee members 
can work with as many outreach audiences as they wish. Individual D.A. members can work with a Committee 
member, focusing on a specific PI audience or task, without joining the regional PI Committee. 

The PI Chair also works closely with fellow Intergroup Committee Chairs, generally through participation at 
Intergroup meetings, with the guidance of the Intergroup Chair. They share successes and failures, brainstorm 
new opportunities and approaches, develop best-practice policies and procedures, share their volunteers across 
projects, and encourage one another to stay committed, engaged, and focused on carrying the message to the 
compulsive debtors who still suffer. 

At the end of the service position, trains the next PI Committee Chair in all the above areas. 
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Sample Agenda for Regional PI Committee Meetings 

Monthly Conference Call   DATE: ________________ TIME: ________________ 
Length, 75 minutes (60 minutes if there are no old or new business items) 
 
Dial-in Number: (###) ###-#### ________________ 
 
Access Code: ###### ________________ 

 
Regional PI Committee members: 

Committee officers — Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary, and Treasurer  

Outreach audiences — General Public, Helping Professionals, Media, D.A. Fellowship at Large 

 
Agenda: 
1. Serenity Prayer  

2. Short readings: Is there a volunteer to read … our PI Committee Statement of Purpose? … D.A.’s 
Statement of Purpose? … D.A.’s Responsibility Pledge? (See next page) 

3. Twelve Traditions: Is there a volunteer to read the 12 Traditions, including the introduction? (See pg 3 

of the agenda)  

4. Determine timekeeper for call 

5. Review of Agenda (1 minute) 

6. Amend & Approve Previous Month’s Minutes (2 minutes) 

7. Reports from committee officers (up to 10 minutes in 2-3 minute increments) 

8. Individual member PI outreach reports (up to 15 minutes in 1-2 minute increments) — if there’s nothing 

to report, there’s no need to take up time with non reports 

9. Proposal of urgent business if necessary (1 minute) 

10. PI Outreach / Action Items / Discussions / Initiatives: 

General Public (5 minutes) —  

Helping Professionals (5 minutes) —  

Media (5 minutes) —  

D.A. Fellowship at Large (5 minutes) —  

11. Old Business (up to 10 minutes): Only items not covered by above  

12. Items for New Business (10 minutes): Only items not covered by above  

13. Confirm Next Meeting (1 minute)  

14. Adjournment & Serenity Prayer  
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Sample Agenda for Regional PI Committee Meetings — continued 

 

Regional PI Committee Statement of Purpose (drafted by NorCalDA’s regional PI Committee) 

To facilitate both outreach and responses to requests from and about D.A. at the grassroots level. Just 

as our program of recovery was founded on one debtor talking with another, our greatest potential for 

attraction of new members is one successfully recovering D.A. member talking with one still-suffering 

debtor, one helping professional, or one media representative. 

 

D.A.’s Statement of Purpose 

In D.A., our purpose is threefold: to stop incurring unsecured debt, to share our experience with the 

newcomer, and to reach out to other debtors. 

 

D.A.’s Responsibility Pledge 

 “I pledge to extend my hand and offer the hope of recovery to anyone who reaches out to Debtors 

Anonymous.” 
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Sample Agenda for Regional PI Committee Meetings — continued 

The Twelve Traditions of Debtors Anonymous 

The Twelve Traditions begin with the idea of D.A. Unity, and it is this principle that is one of the surest guides to 

a proper attitude in Service. The Traditions help us to put into practice the principles we have learned from the 

Steps, and enable us to live in harmony with our fellows. 

1. Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends upon D.A. unity.  

2. For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority—a loving God as He may express 

Himself in our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted servants; they do not govern.  

3. The only requirement for D.A. membership is a desire to stop incurring unsecured debt.  

4. Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or D.A. as a 

whole.  

5. Each group has but one primary purpose—to carry its message to the debtor who still suffers.  

6. A D.A. group ought never endorse, finance, or lend the D.A. name to any related facility or 

outside enterprise, lest problems of money, property, and prestige divert us from our primary 

purpose.  

7. Every D.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions.  

8. Debtors Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional, but our service centers may 

employ special workers.  

9. D.A., as such, ought never be organized; but we may create service boards or committees 

directly responsible to those they serve.  

10. Debtors Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence the D.A. name ought never be 

drawn into public controversy.  

11. Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion; we need always 

maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, and films. 

12. Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding us to place 

principles before personalities.  
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Useful Tools for Regional PI Committees 

Several grassroots-focused PI materials were created by WSC PI and GSB PI in 2015-2016, including: 

A Call to Action—Let’s Grow D.A.! — Originally written as a one-time eBlast, this one-page 
article has become a source of inspiration to PI Committees (PICs) and PI Representatives 
(PIRs), and to D.A. groups and Intergroups. (See table of contents for location of this and the 
following items in this handbook.) 

Glossary for New and Potential D.A. Members — You might remember, during your first 
meetings, hearing many terms and acronyms, which made it sound like we were speaking a 
foreign language. We have listed many of the terms newcomers, helping professionals, and 
others might find baffling and unfamiliar.  

D.A. Contact Information Cards — Available on the GSO literature order form, these cards 
were re-designed in 2016 and are instrumental when reaching out to the general public, 
helping professionals, and the media. Our contact information is included, of course, along 
with the welcome statement from the D.A. website on the back of the cards.  

PI Tear-Off Flyers — WSC PI and GSB PI worked together for nine months to develop a version 
of the flyers that could be used both nationally and globally. Our “Let’s Grow D.A.!” group has 
added a variety of images to multiple flyer versions to make them more eye-catching. We’ve 
also provided editable versions so you can change images as you desire as well as include your 
own url or other contact information.  

Outreach Brochures — Having found a deficit of supporter and end-user (helping professionals 
and suffering debtors) materials available for use in our PI efforts, our “Let’s Grow D.A.!” 
group designed and developed outreach brochures for use by members, groups, and 
Intergroups. Three brochures were released in early July 2017; one more was released in 
February 2018. The GSB has asked that we discontinue use of these brochures until we have 
secured their written permission to use published content from D.A.’s 12, 12, and 12 book. 
Fingers crossed for the best possible outcome on this item! 

Is your group or Intergroup experiencing success with regional PI materials that have not yet been 
reviewed or considered by WSC and GSB? Are you willing to have those ideas considered for use on a 
national or global level? If the answers to these questions are yes, please share your PI materials with 
our “Let’s Grow D.A.!” group via letsgrowda@gmail.com for help in getting them polished and 
distributed, including help submitting them to WSC PI if that’s desired.  

Obviously, all ideas will not be GSB-approved, and those that are will undergo profound and rigorous 
review and editing processes. For new PI materials that are eventually approved by the GSB, though, 
the contributions to the health and growth of D.A. are significant. Many good ideas that are not GSB-
reviewed or -approved, though, are being used every day at the grassroots level by D.A. members. 
Sometimes it takes a few years for the GSB to catch up with the needs and wants of the Fellowship. 

mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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Outreach Opportunities for Regional PI Committees 

Here is a list of the simplest and easiest places to contact to “spread the word” about D.A. and what it 
offers to the debtor who still suffers. Most can be found by doing a simple online search by profession 
or organization type and state or ZIP code: 

 Credit counseling agencies 

 Crisis (suicide) hotlines 

 Doctors and mental health 
providers 

 Eldercare service centers, 
services to senior citizens 
and their families 

 Employee Assistance 
Programs (EAPs) 

 Mental health — psychologists and 
therapists (especially marriage and 
family counselors) 

 Religious organizations — especially 
those where we meet — church 
calendars and leaders 

 Treatment centers and services 

 Veterans’ Administration medical 
centers 

It might be more difficult to make contacts in the professional fields below, but those contacts you do 
make will likely be very productive: 

 Banks/Credit Unions 

 Corporate HR Directors  

 Hospitals and free clinics 

 Library and self-help bulletin boards 

 Other twelve-step fellowships 

Through extensive outreach to attorneys and accountants by “Let’s Grow D.A.” members between 
2015 and 2017, we are sorry to have found that neither of these professional types are interested in 
hearing about or helping us to carry our message. Bankruptcy Judges, on the other hand, have been 
receptive to us. If you have a different experience with attorneys and accountants, please let us know. 

When contacting any of the above, the following should usually be the goals of your outreach: 

 Mutual information exchange about healthy ways to help and support debtors 

 Distribution of flyers and/or outreach brochures individually and in physical locations 

 Opportunities to give panel presentations and workshops, sharing what D.A. is and does 

 Request to be listed as a resource on the organization’s website 

 Introductions to local, state, national, and international professional associations 

 Development of cooperative, but non-affiliated, relationships  

You will find complete information on carrying the message to the general public (section 5), 
helping professionals (section 6), and the media (section 7) later in this handbook. This page 
reflects only the beginning of the adventure that lies ahead for our members who perform PI service. 
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Sample Spending Plan for an Active Regional PI Committee 

See page 8 to discover how much GSB has been spending on Outreach Expenses. Even in the 2016-
2017 spending plan, only $900 had been allocated for Outreach. If we want funding for PI activities, it 
will have to come from members, groups, and Intergroups. Below is a sample spending plan for a 
regional PI Committee, working with a midsize Intergroup (15+ groups and 150+ members): 

Public Information Committee Sample Annual Spending Plan 

 $240 for D.A. Contact Information Cards — Average $20 (for 200 cards) per month when purchased 
from GSO or average $80 (for 1,500 cards) every four months when ordering from Vistaprint. The 
second method gives you almost twice the cards and with your own web address and emails on them. 

 $300 for a “Winner’s Party” (name is optional, this is a celebratory gathering of members from regional 
D.A. members’ other fellowships to introduce them to D.A. in a fun and informative setting) — Funds 
would cover space rental, decorations, and main entrée; other elements would need to be donated by 
members, including bringing potluck dishes to share.  

 $120 for one-time PI educational event within a region — no admission, yes 7th Tradition — Depending 
on how well the PI message got across, this event might break even or even raise money, but prudence 
in this instance says to expect the worst-case scenario and be grateful if something better happens. 

 $600 for various outwardly focused items: external mailings and brochures to helping professionals and 
the media, reaching outside of your current regional D.A. membership — average $50 per month spent 
on postage, supplies, and D.A. pamphlets from GSO — Cost per each mailed piece would be $7.50 to 
$9.00, so we’re talking about an average of five or six mailed pieces per month. NOTE: As mentioned 
earlier in this section, “Let’s Grow D.A.!” members are working with the GSB to approve some outreach 
brochures that committees could self-print, stretching their outreach dollars significantly. 

 $240 for contingencies (opportunities you are not yet aware of), occasional prints of the PI tear-off flyers 
would come from this line item 

TOTAL REQUESTED for year = $1,500 or $125/month 

Let’s compare this to the amount of money we spend on sending representatives to the annual World Service 
Conference ($1,500 to $2,000 each), on special events, and other regional activities and ask ourselves:  

“Is this really too much money to spend to carry the D.A. 
message to the still-suffering debtors throughout our region?” 

PI-specific fundraising might be necessary for the first few years of support to your regional PI Committee and PI 
Representatives. The question would then be: “Who is responsible for raising these funds?” 
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Outreach Resources for  
PI Representatives  
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Suggested Qualifications, Term of Service, and Duties for PI Representatives 

SUGGESTED QUALIFICATIONS: In addition to the suggested qualifications listed on page 13, a PI Representative 
(PIR) should be enthusiastic and passionate about D.A.’s 12th Step work. We suggest at least one year of solvency 
for anyone filling a group’s PIR position; three months is fine for general PI volunteers. A PIR should be 
comfortable reporting progress at monthly committee and group business meetings. Delegation skills are vital to 
the success of this position. Commitment and ongoing availability — we suggest an average of four hours per 
week or 18 hours per month — will help a PIR do her or his job. 

TERM OF SERVICE: 2 years (maximum 4 years/2 rotations) 

DUTIES: The PI Representative (PIR) attends monthly regional PI Committee meetings and participates in 
brainstorming and problem solving about matters that affect D.A. outreach in a geographic region. The PIR helps 
with decision making about and fulfillment of outreach efforts. Detailed tasks of the PIR include: 

 Participates on behalf of their home group at the monthly regional PI Committee meetings and 
reports back to their group on the PI Committee’s decisions and activities. If unable to attend a 
monthly meeting, the PIR finds a substitute who can attend and participate in her or his place.  

 May serve as an officer within the regional PI Committee. It is neither advisable nor necessary to 
give up one’s PIR position when one takes on an officer role.  

 May work with one or more outreach audiences — General Public, Helping Professionals, 
Media, D.A. Fellowship at Large — based on personal interests and the needs of each region, 
and invites home group members to work with regional outreach audiences, too. NOTE: 
Regional PI Committee members do not need to be elected by their groups, although that’s an 
option. All interested D.A. members are welcome to participate in PI, though we do 
recommend sticking to the minimum three months of no new unsecured debt for a PI 
volunteer role, one year for a PI Rep role, and two years for a PI Committee Chair role. 

 All regional PI Committee members — officers, PIRs, and other interested D.A. members — 
share responsibility for Public Information (PI) activities and outreach throughout each region. 

 Familiarizes themselves with both the www.debtorsanonymous.org website and the nearest 
Intergroup website, so they may share available resources with their groups and members and 
with those to whom they carry the message. 

 Ensures that home group members have access to regional, national, global, and grassroots PI 
information and materials, like those found at https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da.  

 Maintains an email and/or phone list of home group members for sharing of information and 
service opportunities from PI Committees — regional, WSC, and GSB. 

 At the end of the service position, trains the next PIR in all the above areas. 

http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/
https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da
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Change in the Making — The Power of Grassroots Outreach*  

The drafting of this more accessible, attractive, and user-friendly handbook is a signal that things are changing. 
To begin with, we’ve been doing PI service for more than 40 years now, and many of us have learned to enjoy 
and love this service more than any other. We find that as our membership grows — regionally, nationally, and 
globally — we grow along with it. As the D.A. message and solution spread in our regions and communities, our 
personal recovery will grow and spread, too.  

We have also increased our focus on the “attraction” part of Tradition Eleven, making our PI materials — both 
for the public and for the Fellowship — fun, colorful, and appealing. Part of attraction, too, is moving from a 
long-term dependence on occasional PI Representatives (PIRs) working in isolation as solo “message carriers.” 
That approach has had limited success. Instead, we encourage the creation of a regional PI Committee, at every 
opportunity, and the immediate creation and filling of the PI Committee Chair position within every worldwide 
Intergroup. (See section 2 of this handbook for all the necessary details.) 

One WSC PI member was tasked with a brief description of “How to Grow D.A.” He offered this approach, 
focused on PI service as a “we” activity, growing our various PI service teams as we grow our membership: 

Be in Your Recovery: Having found freedom from incurring new unsecured debt, most of us never want 
to surrender to compulsive debting ever again. Part of the solution is to regularly hear the stories of 
newly recovering debtors. Another is to express our gratitude by practicing D.A.’s primary purpose. 

Be a Team Member: Outreach, like any activity done alone, in D.A. or out, quickly grows boring. And 
most of us need accountability vehicles to meet our own expectations. Before leaping into outreach, 
find a D.A. friend to share the experience with you. Create the “us” in “Let’s Grow D.A.!” first. 

Be in Action: You can’t have “attraction” without “action,” lots and lots of action. Like attracting clients 
to one’s business, it’s nearly impossible to tie outreach actions to definite, dependable outcomes. What 
we do know, though, is that if we stop acting, we stop growing. Action is our job; results are up to 
Higher Power. 

Be Inspired: We know the power of newcomers to inspire us. Not only to inspire us to stay free of 
unsecured debt and to become better sponsors but also to expand our own recovery and to become 
better people. Let’s fill our Fellowship with opportunities to serve and to sponsor and to be inspired. 

Be a Team Builder: Once you’ve personally experienced the fun and fellowship available in PI service, 
talk about it in your groups and Intergroups. Invite your fellows to join you and develop high-functioning 
regional PI Committees with your peers. Let’s share the work of our regional D.A. PI Committees! 

Be in Momentum: Complete each task and the next one will be obvious. Don’t be afraid to commit 
several hours each week to PI service. It’s not what we do, as much as it’s the attitude we bring to what 
we do. Let your momentum, your inspiration, and your growing recovery guide your positive attitude. 

* All but the 1st sentence of this page is from a WSC PI member’s panelist share on a Fellowship-wide call in January 2016. 
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Feelings That Might Come Up While Doing PI Service  

The feelings we experience as we perform PI service run the gamut from terror to euphoria and everything in 
between. To keep it simple, let’s use some of the feelings described in our D.A. Promises as a reference point for 
the emotional and spiritual development we can expect from performing PI service. Despite our fear, when PI 
service becomes an ongoing part of our recovery, it provides us with an ever-deepening spiritual awakening. 

Here are a few of the negative emotions we might encounter as we strive to carry the D.A. message: 

Despair: It can be extremely frustrating to put forth effort in PI service and to see no immediate results.  

Relief: In fact, immediate results are rare. We do what we can, we try new initiatives, and we 
trust the results to Higher Power. If we begin to despair (i.e., to feel hopeless that our PI efforts 
will ever payoff), we look at the impact on our own recovery. Whether new members join D.A. 
or not, PI service supports us in maintaining our freedom from incurring new unsecured debt. 
This freedom is ours regardless of any self-defined sense of failure or success. 

Resentment: A shared trait by most, if not all, compulsive debtors is an inability to live up to our own 
expectations and intentions. Despite our desire to live in integrity and accountability, it might take many 
years before our actions consistently match the promises we make. This is to say, you might find 
yourself with other PI trusted servants who talk a lot but don’t take much action. Or worse, they make 
promises to take action every time you meet as a committee or service group but never follow through. 
Feelings of resentment, if you’re doing a lot of PI and the folks around you are talking a lot and doing 
nothing, are natural. Those feelings are also counterproductive. 

Relief: As with any resentment, the first place to look for relief is our own inventory of character 
defects and character assets:  

 Are we expecting more than is reasonable, especially if someone else has promised the 
impossible? “Expectations are premeditated resentments.” — Anonymous  

 Are our motives for doing service misaligned? Our primary personal motive for doing 
any D.A. service should be maintenance of our freedom from compulsive debting and 
our own personal growth, especially our spiritual growth.  

 Are we looking for a reason to get mad or to do less service? If either of these are the 
case, please call your sponsor to discuss taking a more effective approach to getting 
your needs met.  

But the main thing is: recognize the value of your PI service, regardless of your feelings about it. 
Again, action is our job; results are up to Higher Power. 
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Feelings That Might Come Up While Doing PI Service — continued  

Confusion and chaos: PI service is, of course, a huge and expansive set of actions and opportunities. This 
handbook, for instance, is more than 100 pages long. We might begin to feel overwhelmed by the sheer 
number of PI actions that we, our groups, and our committees may choose from.  

Relief: The best thing we can do is to choose one or two actions at a time, perform those actions 
to the best of our abilities, review results, pray and meditate, and then choose one or two next 
actions. Another way to avoid confusion and chaos is to avoid procrastination. As PI promises 
stack up, along with the PI paperwork you’ve taken home or printed out, clutter and disorder 
are the normal outcomes. This is the perfect opportunity to practice non-procrastination. If you 
can, commit a few hours each week to PI service and keep up with the actions you’ve promised 
to perform.  

Fear and worry: Probably the biggest fear of most D.A. members considering PI service is potential 
breaking of their anonymity, which is a possibility, but a necessary one. The second point of concern in 
this area is the rising of unresolved guilt and shame about our pre-recovery behaviors as compulsive 
debtors.  

Relief: To avoid anonymity breaks, take precautions based on the PI service you want to do:  

 If you want to work with the media, take the D.A. media training first and seek support 
from other members you meet during the training.  

 If you want to work with helping professionals, avoid working with professionals in your 
own field. You want your PI work to be about the carrying of the message, not about 
your personal membership in D.A.  

 If you want to work with the general public, set boundaries for how much of your 
personal information you’re willing to share and limit your discussions accordingly.  

As for feelings of shame and guilt that might arise, you might consider this a perfect opportunity 
to ask your D.A. sponsor to take you on a new round of Step work focused on recovery from 
these negative feelings.  

Isolation: Despite your best efforts to motivate your group or Intergroup and fellow members to 
perform PI service, you might not be able to raise any interest. You might soon feel your energy and 
inspiration wane as you see no end to this period of serving alone. This sense of aloneness is usually a 
short-term experience, but we debtors have a low threshold for the pain of isolation. 

Relief: If you’re actively serving in a PI-related role, you’re unique and we need you. We 
welcome you to contact us at letsgrowda@gmail.com. Know that you are not alone in your 
desire to serve in a PI capacity or in your passion for carrying the message to the debtor who still 
suffers. We are you; you are us. We thank you.  

  

mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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— Section 4 —  

Making Your Meeting 
Newcomer-Friendly 
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Singleness of Purpose: What Is the D.A. Message? 

We believe the best way to carry the D.A. message is to limit our sharing with non-D.A. members, including 
newcomers who attend our meetings the first few times, to our own experiences, along with our conference-
approved recovery literature. In this way, the message of D.A. is not polluted with outside issues or the opinions 
of individual members. Our experiences are rich gifts we generously share with newcomers and with other D.A. 
members; our opinions, unless based directly on our own experiences, are a blight on the landscape of recovery.  

Most of us agree that what we have found is miraculous recovery from a devastating and sometimes deadly 
problem, yet many members are as likely to give credit for their recovery to the Tools and their practical 
application, as others are to credit the Steps and a new relationship with a Higher Power. To avoid that conflict 
we are simply going to offer several quotes from the chapter on Tradition Five in The Twelve Steps, Twelve 
Traditions, and Twelve Concepts of Debtors Anonymous: 

“The Fifth Tradition is unambiguous. The message carried by our groups is that there is another way to 
live; that way is the Twelve Steps of Debtors Anonymous. Every Debtors Anonymous group exists to 
carry D.A.’s message of hope and recovery to any individual who desires to be liberated from debting. 
We use every opportunity in our group meetings to share that we have found a spiritual solution to 
our common problem, and that by living the solution we have ceased incurring new unsecured debt 
and freed ourselves to move toward the lives we desire. We also make clear that this solution is 
available to anyone who comes seeking it.” (page 81) 

“…we offer something different. This something is a spiritual solution that gets to and releases the 
spiritual conditions underlying our debting. We offer it specifically to the debtor who still suffers—the 
individual who chronically fails to live in accordance with his or her means and whose life has thereby 
become unmanageable.” (page 82) 

“How we share in meetings affects our group’s ability to help debtors. Group meetings allow those of 
us who are no longer incurring new unsecured debt and who have worked the Twelve Steps to tell our 
recovery stories and explain how using the Steps and Tools has transformed our lives. … We focus on 
how we recover through the Steps and Tools and how we use the Traditions in all our affairs, rather 
than dwell on personalities, controversy, socializing, or a long litany of complaints. … To find hope, the 
newcomer needs to hear about more than our problems. All members benefit when we balance 
sharing about our challenges with sharing our spiritual solutions and positive actions.” (page 83) 

“…when a D.A. group loses its focus on our primary purpose, it imperils recovery for members and 
prospective members alike. As always, clarity and singleness of purpose are our guides. … Staying 
focused on the core of our program is essential to individual recovery, to D.A. unity, to the purpose of 
our groups, and to keeping Debtors Anonymous a place where those who still suffer can find freedom 
from the devastation of compulsive or habitual debting.” (page 85) 
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Does Your Group Take Inventory Regularly? 

Taking an annual or bi-annual inventory can make the difference between health and sickness for any group. 
Just as no member should be deemed hopeless, neither should any group or meeting. But the group who 
realizes it needs to make changes and plans to use the inventory to do so must be willing to: 

 Admit there are problems which the group can’t (or won’t) solve without Higher Power’s intervention 

 Remember that there were better months or years, especially better guided by Higher Power 

 Commit to calling Higher Power back to guide the group and placing the group’s trust in the Higher 
Power, rather than putting their trust in the control of the individual members, sometimes acting out 
their worst behaviors in the interest of controlling the group and seeking their own comfort 

 Take a fearless and searching inventory of itself, and its membership, ideally with an outside facilitator 

 Become willing to change and humbly ask the Higher Power to make change possible 

 Admit its wrongs and actively make changes, including direct amends to past and present members if 
amends are owed (Yes, we know few D.A. members have ever received sincere amends from fellow 
members, let alone from our groups. Can you imagine the healing, receptivity, and longer-term 
memberships this simple practice could create?) 

 Watch for backsliding between inventories and make immediate course corrections 

 Seek Higher Power’s will for the group 

 Re-focus on the needs of still-suffering debtors, both those inside and outside of the D.A. membership  

Most of us are familiar with D.A.’s group inventory format, which can be found and downloaded at  
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/resources-for-groups/. That is a good approach, plus there 
are many other options. One approach we’ve seen work well is the use of A.A.’s Traditions checklist, which can 
be found and downloaded at https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/smf-131_en.pdf. There are 95 questions 
included in that checklist, so coverage of every question by the entire group, even a small group, would take 
several sessions, several hours each. If your group has the time and willingness to offer, in the interest of a 
thorough inventory, beginning at Tradition One, question one, and working through Tradition Twelve, question 
twelve, has been found to be a phenomenal spiritual experience. 

Another approach, which would be less time-intensive, while still using A.A.’s Traditions checklist, would be to 
assign a small committee of group members (three or four) to select one or two pertinent questions for each 
Tradition to be used as the group’s inventory format. If you asked each member to do some writing ahead of 
time, and then share from their notes, this inventory would take two to three hours, depending on the size of 
your group. An example of a set of pertinent questions has been prepared on the next page. 

 
 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/resources-for-groups/
https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/smf-131_en.pdf
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Does Your Group Take Inventory Regularly? — continued  

Below is a list of questions culled from A.A.’s Traditions checklist for the purpose of taking a D.A. group 
inventory. Some of the questions have been adapted to fit our needs as D.A. members. Those adaptations are 
highlighted using [brackets]. Unsurprisingly, the questions below might serve any D.A. member as an inventory 
or, better yet, personally answer all 95 checklist questions. Check with your sponsor to see if she or he would be 
available to hear your responses. 

Tradition One, question eight: “Do I spout platitudes about love while indulging in and secretly 
justifying behavior that bristles with hostility?” 

Tradition Two, question six: “In group discussions, do I sound off about matters on which I have no 
experience and little knowledge?” 

Tradition Three, question one (adapted): “In my mind, do I prejudge some [D.A.] members as losers?” 

Tradition Four, question five (adapted): “Am I willing to help a newcomer go to any lengths — his 
lengths, not mine — to stay [solvent]?” 

Tradition Five, question five: “Do I help my group in every way I can to fulfill our primary purpose?” 

Tradition Six, question four (adapted): “Should the secretary of our group serve on the mayor’s 
advisory committee on [bankruptcy]?” 

Tradition Seven, question six: “How important in my recovery is the feeling of self-respect, rather than 
the feeling of being always under obligation for charity received?” 

Tradition Eight, question three (adapted): “Do I sometimes try to get some reward — even if not money 
— for my personal [D.A.] efforts?” 

Tradition Nine, question eight: “What has rotation to do with anonymity? With humility?” 

Tradition Ten, question six: “Do I breach this or any of its supporting Traditions in subtle, perhaps 
unconscious, ways?” 

Tradition Eleven, question four (adapted): “Am I ashamed of being a recovered, or recovering, 
[compulsive debtor]?” 

Tradition Twelve, question three (adapted): “In my opinions of and remarks about other [D.A. 
members], am I implying membership requirements other than a desire to [stop incurring unsecured 
debt]? 
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Does Your Group Have a Newcomer Greeter? 

Many groups have found great value in the creation and fulfillment of a Newcomer Greeter position. This 
position is usually filled for a period of one, three, or six months. The member doing this service, who usually has 
at least 90 days free from incurring new unsecured debt, takes responsibility for watching for newcomers 
before, during, and after each meeting and initiating introductions with new people.  

The newcomer greeter would serve the group and newcomers by:  

 Making new people aware of the availability of D.A. literature, its prices, and who to pay for purchases 

 Providing a schedule of regional D.A. meetings and helping new people find meetings that make sense 
for them based on their home / work locations, schedules, etc. Don’t forget the option of phone 
meetings. 

 Sharing other free handouts like PRG and phone lists, event flyers, and other D.A.-related information 
available to the group 

 Showing and explaining the lending library of D.A. speaker CDs if there is one (if there isn’t, there are 
several Intergroup and other D.A. websites that host speaker recordings online, including 
https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da)  

 Making new people aware of your Intergroup’s regional website and the resources to be found there 

 Explaining some of the terms and acronyms that will be unfamiliar to new people (there’s a glossary on 
the next several pages that can be downloaded at http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-
services/resources-for-groups/, printed, and shared by your group) 

 Introducing new people to other group members, especially potential sponsors and PRG participants 

 Answering immediate questions new people may have 

As you can see, this is a big job. While one member may make a commitment to providing this service each 
week, in the best and most vibrant groups ALL group members participate in greeting newcomers and 
welcoming them to the meeting. Many newcomers may be hug-averse, yet most of them are deeply isolated. A 
kind word, a smile, and an interest in their problems will go a long way to making them feel welcome and 
comfortable. The only way you’ll know is if they come back. If we want to grow as a fellowship, we cannot 
passively ignore situations and patterns in which newcomers attend our meetings once or twice and never come 
back again. 

 

https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/resources-for-groups/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/resources-for-groups/
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Glossary for New and Potential D.A. Members*  

Twelve Steps of D.A.: Service begins with the Twelve Steps, culminating with Step Twelve, which urges us to 
carry this message to compulsive debtors. These principles of recovery, particularly Step Twelve, provide the 
foundation for Service, since it is impossible to give away what we do not have. 

Twelve Traditions of D.A.: The Twelve Traditions begin with the idea of D.A. Unity, and it is this principle that is 
one of the surest guides to a proper attitude in Service. The Traditions help us to put into practice the principles 
we have learned from the Steps, and enable us to live in harmony with our fellows. 

Twelve Concepts of D.A.: Just as the Twelve Steps are guides for personal  recovery 
and the Twelve Traditions are guides for group unity, the Twelve 
Concepts are guides for World Service. These Concepts serve as a 
path for Twelfth Step work on a World Service level, and show 
how the Debtors Anonymous (D.A.) groups, the World Service 
Conference (WSC), and the D.A. General Service Board (GSB) 
work together to carry recovery in D.A. to the still-suffering 
debtor. 

Twelve Signposts on the Road to Becoming a Compulsive 
Debtor: Many years before we could admit that we had 
become compulsive debtors, we had begun to show 
symptoms of this disease. As more of these signposts 
began to appear in our lives, our fear grew and our 
difficulties multiplied. 

Twelve Tools of D.A.: Recovery from compulsive debting begins 
when we stop incurring new, unsecured debt, one day at a time. 
(Unsecured debt is any debt that is not backed up by some form of 
collateral,  
 
such as a house or other asset.) We attain a daily reprieve from compulsive debting by practicing the Twelve 
Steps and by using the Twelve Tools. The D.A. Tools aid us in working the Steps. 

Twelve Promises of D.A.: In the program of Debtors Anonymous, we come together to share our journey in 
recovering from compulsive debting. There is hope. In working D.A.’s Twelve Steps, we have developed new 
ways of living. When we work D.A.’s Twelve Steps and use D.A.’s Tools, we begin to receive these gifts of the 
program. 

* This 4-page glossary for new and potential D.A. members was approved by the GSB in March 2016. It was created by the 

WSC PI Committee and is specifically intended to help us be consistent when carrying the message.  You can download a 
printable pdf at http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/resources-for-groups/ and it will print fine in either 
color or black and white. 

Carrying the Message 
 “We have something to offer 

debtors still suffering from the same 
compulsion that once ruled our 

lives. It is vital that we share it, that 
we open the door of Debtors 

Anonymous recovery to others and 
invite them to step through it.” 

—The Twelve Steps of D.A.,  
pgs 63-64 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/resources-for-groups/
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Glossary for New and Potential D.A. Members — continued  

A Currency of Hope (ACOH): A Currency of Hope serves as D.A.’s “basic text,” originally published in 1999. The 
first edition is no longer in print. The second edition was released in 2014.  

Anonymity: We practice anonymity, which allows us freedom of expression by assuring us that what we say at 
meetings or to other D.A. members at any time will not be repeated. On a personal level, anonymity means that 
D.A. members do not reveal the names of anyone we see at meetings nor what is shared at meetings. This 
safeguard protects all members from identification as compulsive debtors and provides the assurance that what 
we share is not repeated. This is very important for all of us, and is usually a newcomer’s special concern. Please 
respect the anonymity of all D.A. members.  

Business Debtors Anonymous (BDA): BDA is a distinct but not separate part of D.A., created to focus on the 
recovery of members of the Fellowship who are business owners. BDA meetings focus on business owners’ 
issues, but are open to all D.A. members.  

Business Meetings: We attend business meetings that are held monthly. Many of 
us have long harbored feelings that “business” was not a part of our lives but 

for others more qualified. Yet participation in running our own program 
teaches us how our organization operates, and helps us to become 

responsible for our own recovery. 

Compulsive Debting: We, the men and women of Debtors 
Anonymous, come together to solve our common problem of 
compulsive debting. We share our experience, strength, and hope 
with one another to arrest the disease of debting. We have found 
compulsive debting to be a painful, confusing, and destructive 
disorder. Compulsive debting takes many forms from incurring 

unsecured debt to compulsive shopping, from grandiose thinking to 
deprivation mentality. All these symptoms of debting seriously affect 

our quality of life—financially, emotionally, mentally, spiritually, 
physically, and socially. 

Conference-Approved Literature: Conference-approved literature keeps the 
focus on our spiritual message. As our Fellowship grows, we each benefit in many 

ways. We can attend meetings anywhere in the world, knowing that the D.A. message of hope and help will be 
consistent and uniform. Around the world, we study and practice the very same principles of the D.A. program—
that is unity! 

com·pul·sive 

kəm-pŭl′sĭv / adjective 
 

1. Resulting from or relating to an 
irresistible urge, especially one that 

is against one's conscious wishes. 

2. Irresistibly interesting or exciting; 
compelling. 
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Glossary for New and Potential D.A. Members — continued  

Debtors Anonymous Manual for Service (DAMS): The Debtors Anonymous Manual for Service was first 
published in 2011. It supplanted the GSR / ISR manual with updated contents of that service material along with 
much new content and twelve essays on the Twelve Concepts. It is updated regularly as D.A. continues to grow 
as a service organization. 

eNews: One of the many avenues of communication the GSB has established with the Fellowship, eNews is 
distributed to subscribers via a commercial social media platform. You can sign up for eNews by using the 
“Subscribe to eNews” button at the top of every page of our website at www.debtorsanonymous.org.  

Fellowship-Wide Call: The GSB has instituted international conference calls on a variety of subjects. These calls 
are announced well in advance of each event, and recordings of the presentations are often made available to 
the Fellowship afterward for those members who could not attend. (These calls are considered to be “open” 
D.A. meetings, and members of other programs may be encouraged to attend.) 

Fifteen Questions: D.A. is a program of self-diagnosis. Most compulsive debtors will answer "yes" to at least 
eight of the fifteen questions we ask ourselves about compulsive debting. If you answer yes to eight or more of 
the fifteen questions, the chances are that you have a problem with compulsive debt or are well on your way to 
having one. If this is the case, today can be a turning point in your life. 

Pressure Relief Groups (PRGs) and Pressure Relief Meetings (PRMs):   
After we have gained some familiarity with the D.A. program, we 
organize pressure relief groups consisting of ourselves and two 
other recovering debtors who have not incurred unsecured 
debt for at least 90 days and who usually have more 
experience in the program. The group meets in a series of 
pressure relief meetings to review our financial situation. 
These meetings typically result in the formulation of a 
spending plan and an action plan. 

Prudent Reserve: A prudent reserve is a financial cushion 
for a D.A. member that could help the member weather a 
long-term downturn in income. 

Responsibility Pledge: “I pledge to extend my hand and 
offer the hope of recovery to anyone who reaches out to 
Debtors Anonymous.” 

Service: We perform service at every level: personal, meeting, Intergroup, and World 
Service. Service is vital to our recovery. Only through service can we give to others what so generously has been 
given to us. 

 

The Power of Record 
Maintenance 

 
“By focusing on the details of our 

finances, we cleared out 
unnecessary mental ‘clutter,’ 
opening a connection to our  

Higher Power.”  

— D.A. “Spirituality” Pamphlet, pg 8 

 

http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/
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Glossary for New and Potential D.A. Members — continued  

Seventh Tradition: The Seventh Tradition simply states: “Every D.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, 
declining outside contributions.” Yet this is bigger than the dollars we put in the basket each week. This 
Tradition also relates to encouraging members to participate in service at all levels and increasing awareness 
within the D.A. Fellowship about the importance of self-support. 

Spending Plan: The spending plan puts our needs first and gives us clarity and balance in our spending. It 
includes categories for income, spending, debt payment, and savings (to help us build cash reserves, however 
humble). The income plan helps us focus on increasing our income. The debt payment category guides us in 
making realistic payment arrangements without depriving ourselves. Savings can include prudent reserve, 
retirement, and special purchases. 

Spirituality: When we first come to D.A., we may not be ready to hear that 
D.A. is a spiritual program. The word “God” may bring up many 

uncomfortable feelings, reminding us of a punishing God we knew 
from our childhood religious experiences. The idea of establishing a 

relationship with a power greater than ourselves may be almost 
too much to comprehend. How do we start to believe in 
something that can bring about real change in our lives? All we 
need is willingness, honesty, and an open mind to begin to find a 
relationship with a Higher Power that works for us.  

Sponsorship: We have found it essential to our recovery to have 
a sponsor and to be a sponsor. A sponsor is a recovering debtor 

who guides us through the Twelve Steps and shares his or her own 
experience, strength, and recovery. 

Statement of Purpose: In D.A., our purpose is threefold: to stop 
incurring unsecured debt, to share our experience with newcomers, and to 

reach out to other debtors. D.A. is a spiritual fellowship based on the Twelve 
Steps and Twelve Traditions as adapted from A.A. The essence of the D.A. program is one compulsive debtor 
helping another to refrain from incurring unsecured debt, one day at a time. 

Unsecured Debt: Unsecured debt is any debt that is not backed up by some form of collateral, such as a house 
or other asset.  

 

“Higher Power, I stand before you 
ready to be transformed. I place 

myself in your hands. Guide me on 
my recovery path. Remove my 
compulsive debting, my self-

centered fear, and my own self-will. 
May I shine to others as a beacon of 
your power. May I choose to remain 

on your path always.” 

—The Twelve Steps of D.A., page 19 
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Helping Newcomers with Solvency 

The best help we can give to newcomers, related to solvency, is to let them know how important our own 
solvency is to us, along with the lengths we’re willing to go to avoid incurring new unsecured debt. It’s been said 
that “relapse is not a requirement of recovery” and “we just don’t debt, no matter what, one day at a time.” If 
we’ve placed that level of importance and priority on our own solvency, we should feel encouraged to share 
that at our meetings, with our sponsees, and in our PRGs. That’s the message of D.A. in action. 

The second best help we can give newcomers, related to solvency, is to stick with the only definitions we’ve 
been given in our conference-approved literature: 

“First and foremost, we suggest that you stop incurring any new unsecured debt, one day at a time. 
Unsecured debt is any debt not backed up by some form of collateral. Although refraining from 
compulsive debting may be difficult and painful, it establishes a solid foundation for our recovery.” – 
from “Getting Started” in A Currency of Hope (Second Edition)  

“In Debtors Anonymous we learned that, for us, the foundation of our recovery was to stop incurring 
unsecured debt one day at a time—no matter what.” – from the text of Step One in The Twelve Steps, 
Twelve Traditions, and Twelve Concepts of Debtors Anonymous  

We’ve all heard the long lists of activities that constitute debting passed around by D.A. members. It’s 
interesting if you talk with the members quoting these lists, though. Usually their hot spots on the lists are 
activities others participate in, but they never do themselves. Evaluating one another’s solvency, unless we’re 
asked, is just another way of judging each other and feeling superior. For instance, one of our members gave a 
20-minute diatribe on why late library books constitute debting, although this is an outside issue to her, since 
she never borrows from the library. Minutes later, she picked up a parking ticket from the windshield of her car 
and shrugged: “I’m such a time debtor.” But somehow maintaining street parking beyond the agreed upon time 
limit did not constitute actual debting, since this member still counts herself as more than 20 years solvent. 

There are also members who say that even our houses and cars — the primary types of secured debt for our 
members — are not really assets, but liabilities instead. How many D.A. members have ended up underwater 
due to over-mortgaged home loans or simple bad timing related to the national and global economy?  

There’s one member we’ve met who says: “It’s not a debt until it goes to collection. Until then, I am working 
with my vendors and service suppliers within our agreed upon terms. Sometimes those terms need to change to 
meet current realities. As long as I remain available and in communication with my vendors, my sponsor, and my 
Higher Power, a late payment is not a debt.” On a personal level, members also search their payment behaviors 
for patterns that can be improved upon. 

The bottom-line here is that it’s best practice to let each member define their own slips, ideally with the help of 
a sponsor or two. Who has ever been helped by having the quality or quantity of their recovery questioned? It’s 
a program of personal honesty, not honesty for each other. Be gentle, be encouraging, be helpful. 
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Helping Newcomers with the Steps 

Like solvency, the best help we can give to newcomers, related to the Steps, is to let them know how important 
our own Step work is to us, along with the lengths we’re willing to go to gain freedom from debt and from the 
hopelessness it brought with it. D.A. is, after all, a 12-Step program, not a 12-Tool or 12-Promise program. As a 
fellowship, we agree that debting is our problem, and the Steps are our solution. There are other solutions 
provided in other environments, but the Steps are the only true solution to be found in D.A. 

“When we reached Step Twelve, we found it informative to look back on who we were and what we 
had been relying on when we started in Debtors Anonymous. Compulsive debting, financial and 
emotional chaos, and desperation had driven us to seek help; we wanted a way out. In those days, we 
thought in terms of quick fixes, something to take away the consequences of our actions and all the 
fear and pain that came with them. We also assumed that what we lacked was self-discipline. We 
thought we were weak, bad, or permanently defective. We thought that D.A. would teach us how to 
live by a strict budget, putting our creditors first and denying ourselves what we wanted or even what 
we needed. Many of us came to D.A. for financial advice; we did not expect to find a spiritual solution 
for our debting and for all the troubles that came with it. Although D.A. did provide temporary relief 
through its practical Tools and loving Fellowship, what made it possible for us to attain and maintain 
true and lasting recovery was walking the spiritual path of the Twelve Steps.” – from the text of Step 
Twelve in The Twelve Steps, Twelve Traditions, and Twelve Concepts of Debtors Anonymous  

Some D.A. groups host rotating 8-, 10-, or 12-week Step studies, either at the same time as their regular 
meetings or on a different day and time. Some host the Step studies via conference call, even if their group is a 
face-to-face meeting. Many of us have done a Step study as our entry point into D.A. recovery or as a refresher 
focused on a specific debt-related problem or character defect. 

There is usually a difference between these Step studies and the more intensive Step work we do one-on-one 
with our sponsors. We are encouraged to share “in a general way” with our groups and meetings and to save 
some of the more revealing details of our past and present for sharing with our sponsors. This is simply to say 
that we encourage newcomers to do both — group Step studies and intensive work with sponsors. In the best 
situations, newcomers can do both. They can get a sponsor and ask that member to attend the Step study with 
them. The shared experience will allow them to get to know one another and to begin the D.A. recovery 
process. As the group winds down its work in Step Twelve, the newcomer and sponsor can immediately begin 
their intensive one-on-one work. 

There are great workshop plans for Step work, often hosted as fundraisers for WSC attendance by ISRs and GSRs 
or for Public Information materials and expenses. If you would like a simple format for a workshop like this, or 
for one of the Step studies, please send an email to letsgrowda@gmail.com. 

There is also a daily phone Step study that has been going on for years: For the daily study guide and notices of 
new upcoming phone Step study groups, send an email to stepsponsorda-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.  

 

mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
mailto:stepsponsorda-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
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Helping Newcomers with Sponsorship 

Like solvency and the Steps, the best help we can give to newcomers, related to sponsorship, is to let them 
know how important our own sponsors and sponsees are to us, along with the gifts we have received through 
our relationships with both sponsors and sponsees.  

“…the task before us is simple: we try to carry this message to others who might also benefit from it. 
We have something to offer debtors still suffering from the same compulsion that once ruled our 
lives. It is vital that we share it, that we open the door of Debtors Anonymous recovery to others and 
invite them to step through it. We can hold out experience to compulsive debtors, and we can do it 
from the unique perspective of those who have been in that same desperate place. Many who need 
D.A. recovery have experienced criticism, judgment, anger, and despair from family and friends, but 
few have heard the stories of those who once thought, felt, and acted as they have. Our debting 
history, once such a burden to us, is now transformed into a message of hope for others, just as our 
gratitude is transformed into the desire to be of service.” – from the text of Step Twelve in The Twelve 
Steps, Twelve Traditions, and Twelve Concepts of Debtors Anonymous  

Once we reach Step Twelve, having had a new and recent spiritual awakening, there is nothing else for us to do 
but to carry the message of the program and Fellowship which have saved and improved our lives. Having 
received so many gifts of our own recovery, why would we possibly wish to withhold the potential for those gifts 
from others? So we break it down: 

 We’ve had a spiritual awakening as the result of the D.A. Steps. Not as a result of the Tools, not as a 
result of our visions — as a result of the Steps. If you think you’ve had a spiritual awakening but haven’t 
yet worked the Steps, please get started as soon as you can. There are miracles you may be missing. 

 We try to carry this message to compulsive debtors. We carry the message outward via Public 
Information (PI) and Hospitals, Institutions, and Prisons (HIP). We carry the message inward via service 
to our groups, Intergroup, and World Service. And we carry the message to our fellow individual 
members via the D.A. Tools, especially one-on-one through sponsorship. 

 We practice these principles in all our affairs. The principles we’re discussing here are those underlying 
each of the Steps themselves. As they say in A.A., “you can’t keep it — the miracle of recovery — if you 
don’t give it away.” If we go long enough without carrying the message to others, it soon becomes 
another debt. Not only are we debting in a new way, but we’re missing one of the greatest gifts the D.A. 
program provides for us, the chance to be generous with those who most need what we have to offer. 
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Helping Newcomers with Sponsorship — continued 

Knowing that this is a disease of poor self-esteem and low self-confidence, though, we are sensitive to one 
another. First, let’s get clear on our role in sponsorship. 

“Sponsorship enlarges our understanding and practice of the Steps as we guide another member in his 
or her own Step work. As we do this, we keep in mind that we cannot allow our serenity or self-
esteem to be determined by how well or poorly others do in recovery. We attempt to carry the 
message. Whether and how that message is received is not up to us; it is between that individual and 
her or his Higher Power.” – from the text of Step Twelve in The Twelve Steps, Twelve Traditions, and 
Twelve Concepts of Debtors Anonymous  

Second, we can offer specific and practical suggestions on how to help newcomers with sponsorship: 

 Just as you might consider creating a Newcomer Greeter position, you might also create a Sponsorship 
Coordinator position. We would not recommend making this a passive position, randomly connecting 
newcomers with group members. Instead, we would suggest that the coordinator be a long-time home 
group member, who knows her or his fellow members, what they have to offer to newcomers, and what 
area of recovery they most enjoy guiding newcomers into and through.  

 Building on the previous point, it’s okay to sponsor on only one part of the program or only on one part 
of the program with specific sponsees. For instance, one of our members has a D.A. Step sponsor, with 
whom he shares a co-sponsoring relationship; a Service sponsor, with whom he studies the Traditions 
and Concepts; and a BDA sponsor, with whom he works on his business. He reports that his 
conversations and focuses with each sponsor are very different. Spreading his requests for help among 
several different D.A. members has allowed this member to stop feeling like a needy burden. He now 
has Step and Service sponsees and looks forward to working with BDA sponsees when he has BDA 
recovery to share. 

 It’s okay to set clear boundaries with your sponsees. Many of our members schedule half-hour or one-
hour meetings with their sponsees once per week. Their conversations are focused and productive, and 
they agree on the actions the sponsee needs to take from week to week. Many of these sponsors meet 
only by phone — except for Step Five, if possible — and are relatively unavailable otherwise. Others 
limit outreach calls between weekly phone calls, and some talk with their sponsees every single day. 
These decisions should be made based on what the sponsor can actually do. If what the sponsor has to 
offer is not what the sponsee feels she or he needs, a new sponsor can be chosen. Whether you’re the 
sponsor or sponsee, don’t ever let yourself feel like a hostage! 

 It’s okay to say no to sponsorship, of course. Before you do, though, please consider offering to serve as 
a temporary sponsor, and then be clear with the newcomer exactly what that means. Some of our 
members limit temporary sponsorship to 90 days and spend that time with the sponsee working on 
Steps One through Three, while the sponsee continues to seek permanent sponsorship. A lot can change 
in 90 days. If things go well, this sponsor may become a permanent sponsor to the sponsee after all. 
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— Section 5 — 

Outreach to  
the General Public  
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How Do We Find Compulsive Debtors in the General Public? 

In the next two sections of this handbook you’ll find plenty of information about reaching out to helping 
professionals (sections 6, 7, and 9) and the media (section 10), including how to find them. But what about 
the independent, individual debtors who are suffering in silence and isolation? How will we find and reach 
them? We suggest looking for compulsive debtors who you would most likely relate to personally, who remind 
you of yourself before you found D.A. recovery. 

First, think about the things you did and the places you went when you were compulsively debting. Revisit some 
of your old haunts and look around. Do you see anyone who looks desperate and lost? That might be one of us. 
Ask if you can post a flyer or leave a few D.A. contact information cards in a visible space. 

Next, think about the places you went in early recovery from debting, while you were still frightened and alone 
but were beginning to regain hope and the smallest sense that things were going to get better. Go to those 
places, too, and look around. Do you see anyone who looks unhappy and alone? They might need the help we 
have to offer. Again, ask if you can post a flyer or leave a few D.A. contact information cards in a visible space. 

Now, think of the places D.A. and HP have given you the courage, serenity, and even the resources to go to now. 
We’re still compulsive debtors, although we’ve now found freedom, and we still go places where debtors go. 
Look for every opportunity in your life as you live it today to allow others to learn of the lifesaving message of 
Debtors Anonymous. This is your primary purpose; this is our primary purpose. 

You’ll find sample D.A. contact information cards and tear-off flyers in this handbook along with instructions for 
how and where to use them. The cards can be purchased from GSO via the literature order form and the tear-off 
flyers are free downloads at http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/. Some of 
our future D.A. members are just waiting to hear from us. The cards and flyers are a simple way to let them 
know we’re here and available to help. 

Last, but not least, take a look at the glossary in the previous section. Think of how many of those terms were 
completely foreign to you before D.A. Next think of places where people just like us need a deeper 
understanding of their financial problems and our spiritual solution. Now go to those places and help those 
people. 

 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
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Focusing Your Efforts in the General Public 

The key to success in carrying the D.A. message to the general public is to select your preferred audience or 
audiences and to serve them unwaveringly, remembering that you are providing PI service to protect and to 
enhance your own recovery from compulsive debting. If you consistently carry the message to the general 
public, you are taking generous and spiritual action, despite any feelings you may develop about “success” or 
“failure” at getting new debtors to attend your meetings.  

Let’s get back to focusing on specific audiences in the general public. For instance, the 2016-2017 General Public 
subcommittee of WSC PI chose the following audiences to focus on, based on the interests of its seven 
individual members, one line per member: 

 12-Step meetings, places, locations, bulletin boards, making connections 

 Create interfaces with other 12-Step fellowships and members 

 Research 12-Step opportunities in hospitals, collaborative events with other 12-Step programs, display 
D.A. literature at community colleges  

 Contact Librarians as a resource and expand into other public places 

 Atlanta treatment centers and Veterans’ Administration in the eastern U.S. 

 Contact churches and interfaith alliances to supply literature explaining what D.A. is and how it can help 
their members 

 Places of last resort, pawn shops, payday lenders 

Note the overlap: it’s a wonderful thing. No single D.A. member can cover any segment of the general public in 
her or his city, state, region, etc. Rather than drawing imaginary boundaries and self-made limitations, find 
overlaps in your interest areas and work together. (“We can do together what we could never do alone.” — 
Anonymous) This idea of working and being together in our recovery applies to PI outreach, too. 

Not sure how to get started to develop your own PI focus area? Look for ideas on the “How Do We Find ‘Helping 
Professionals’ in Our Communities?” page under helping professionals (sections 6) in this handbook. 
Consider the list of audiences you see there and pick one or two that you feel interested in and safe 
approaching. Do you see nothing there that calls out to you? Try discussing development of a PI focus area with 
your sponsor, sponsees, PRG, home group members, and friends. Maybe one or more of those D.A. members 
will join you in PI outreach.  

One more note on overlap: It will often be unclear whether a specific audience will be best served via outreach 
to the General Public, welcoming the individual debtor to D.A., or via outreach to Helping Professionals, 
focused on reaching debtors through our unaffiliated advocates and advisors. Again, we encourage not worrying 
about this. Two D.A. members calling or visiting the same organization would be confusing to that organization, 
but many D.A. members carrying the message within an outreach audience will not likely be confusing to 
anyone. 
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How Do We Find Advocates in the General Public? 

Often the best way to reach suffering debtors in our community is through the helping agencies and nonprofits 
who serve them and us. The same is true of businesses that serve debtors. 

The list of search terms below has been prepared to simplify and support local, regional, national, and 
international outreach by D.A. PI participants and trusted servants:  

 

Suggested Online Searches 
(in your local language) 

 

 Churches and other spiritual 
environments 

 Community centers 

 Credit and consumer counseling 
agencies 

 Crisis (suicide) hotlines 

 Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs) 

 Homeless shelters and transitional 
housing facilities 

 Libraries and bookstores 

 Major nonprofits such as United Way, 
Salvation Army, YMCA and YWCA, etc. 

 Pawn shops, payday lenders, check cashing 
places 

 Retailers — especially during high-spend 
times (Black Friday, holidays, etc.) 

 Social and human services 

 Student support services at colleges and 
universities 

 Treatment centers 

 
The online search terms on this page have been productive in finding relevant organizations and professionals 
for D.A. PI service focused on the general public. Simply go to your favorite search engine, type in one of the 
listed search terms, followed by the name of your city or the city in which you want to participate in PI activities, 
and press enter. Alternately, you could search by ZIP code, or city and neighborhood, or by telephone area code. 
The search opportunities are nearly unlimited. 

When reviewing search results, look for organizations that might welcome the carrying of the D.A. message — as 
a speaker presentation, via workshops or panels, the placement of D.A. outreach materials, or web links on 
resource pages — to the people they serve. Although you might have to make many phone calls before you find 
a receptive person, don’t give up! There are countless relevant organizations and professionals who would 
welcome D.A.’s offer of hope in the face of their clients’ compulsion to debt. 

If you stumble upon a national organization that appears open to the D.A. message and service, please be sure 
to let the WSC PI Committee know via pi@debtorsanonymous.org.  

mailto:pi@debtorsanonymous.org
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Various Ways to Initiate Outreach to Advocates in the General Public 

First, remember that — whether long-term or short-term — people who work in the general public have agreed 
to interact with others in public settings, frequently face-to-face, often without an appointment. This is to 
suggest that you let go of the idea that you are bothering anyone. You are not. You are part of the community 
most workers in public settings have been hired to interact with. You are simply inviting them to do their jobs. If 
you’ve ever worked in or with the general public, you know their interactions can be quite unpleasant. Be an 
exception, be charming, be easy to talk with. 

Second, remember that you have something of value to offer. As you review the short list of public outreach 
opportunities on the previous page, think of how powerless many employees and managers feel in the face of 
the compulsive debtor who’s practicing her or his disease. Living beyond our means, demanding more than 
we’ve earned or paid for, extremely unhealthy where debt and money are concerned — we debtors are 
incredibly difficult to deal with while living in our diseases.  

Those of us in recovery have something of high value to offer to workers in the fields in which we used to cause 
harm and hardships. We could even consider this outreach work a form of 9th Step amends, in which we make 
“direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so would injure them or others.” We can’t 
make amends to everyone who’s day we ruined through bullying and abusing and demanding to get our own 
way while we were actively debting. But we can make amends to people like those that we harmed, and we can 
reach out to still-suffering debtors at the same time. 

In the sections on outreach to helping professionals, you will find several sample email introductions as well as 
a couple of guides for making outreach calls. In addition, many of the general public locations you’ll want to 
reach will be open to walk-ins. For the bravest of our fellows, you can simply walk-in, introduce yourself, and ask 
for a few minutes to describe how Debtors Anonymous can help their customer base. For the less brave, a 
slower introduction via email and phone might work better. 

However you choose to initiate outreach, your primary outreach tools for the General Public will be physical 
materials. On the next several pages you’ll find samples of two outreach tools: 

 D.A. contact information cards 

 PI tear-off flyers 

For access to these and other GSB-approved materials, please visit http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-
services/public-information/. New materials are added to this page infrequently, but it does happen. 

For additional outreach resources, please visit https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da.  

 

 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da
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D.A. Contact Information Cards* 

The D.A. Contact Information Card is a useful tool when interacting with the media, helping professionals, and 
the general public in person and through written communication. The card can be given out at PI booths and 
health fairs and can be included in PI outreach letters. This card can also be used by members of D.A. on all 
levels: local meetings, regional Intergroups, World Service Committees and Caucuses, and GSO and the GSB. 

These cards are referred to as “Contact Information Cards” rather than business cards to avoid any perceived 
violations of D.A.’s Eighth Tradition. The bearer of these cards is not an official D.A. representative but solely a 
bearer of D.A.’s contact information, both locally and on a global level. 

These cards are available for purchase through the GSO’s literature order form. A sample is shown below. 

 

 

 

 
* This new contact information card design was approved by the GSB in early 2016. The shapes and colors are a basic 
design available at www.vistaprint.com. Individual Intergroups and groups can design their own cards but may not use the 
words or logo seen here. Instead you can select your own key words and phrases from your regional website. No logo is 
necessary. Please email letsgrowda@gmail.com if you want help designing and ordering your own contact cards. 

http://www.vistaprint.com/
mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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PI Tear-Off Flyers* 

The tear-off flyer below is the only one approved by the GSB for use by members throughout the Fellowship. It 
took almost nine months to get this approved through the WSC / GSB approval process and another three 
months to get it listed on the D.A. website at http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-
information/. It has been prepared in color but will also print well in black and white if necessary. 

Please post flyers on any bulletin boards where compulsive debtors might see them, seeking permission as 
necessary. Suggested locations would include work, school, supermarkets, libraries, bookstores, colleges and 
universities, laundromats, neighborhood community centers, recovery treatment centers, frequent meeting 
places of other 12-Step fellowships, churches, and other spiritual organizations, wellness centers, etc. 

Don’t worry if you don’t see tabs torn off your flyers. We’ve noticed that many folks take pictures of the flyers 
with their phones. 

 

 
* As described above, the tear-off flyer shown was approved by the GSB in 2016. For additional, downloadable, and 
editable flyers with images, visit the “Let’s Grow D.A.!” website at https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da. Two 
samples are shown on the pages that follow; there are 13 available, and more may be made available at year-end.  

http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da
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PI Tear-Off Flyers — continued  
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PI Tear-Off Flyers — continued  
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— Section 6 — 

Outreach to  
Helping Professionals — 

Part One (Individuals)   
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How Do We Find “Helping Professionals” in Our Communities? 

The list of search terms below has been prepared to simplify and support local, regional, national, and 
international outreach by D.A. PI participants and trusted servants:  

 

Suggested Online Searches 
(in your local language) 

 

 Bankruptcy courts and judges 

 Credit counseling agencies 

 Credit unions 

 Crisis (suicide) hotlines 

 Doctors and other healthcare providers 

 Eldercare service centers, services to 
senior citizens and their families 

 Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs) 

 Mental health — psychologists and 
therapists (especially marriage and family 
counselors) 

 Religious organizations  

 Treatment centers and services 

 
The online search terms on this page have been productive in finding relevant organizations and professionals 
for D.A. PI service focused on helping professionals. Simply go to your favorite search engine, type in one of the 
listed search terms, followed by the name of your city or the city in which you want to participate in PI activities, 
and press enter. Alternately, you could search by ZIP code, or city and neighborhood, or by telephone area code. 
The search opportunities are nearly unlimited. 

When reviewing search results, look for organizations that might welcome the carrying of the D.A. message — as 
a speaker presentation, via workshops or panels, cooperative work with professionals, or web links on resource 
pages — to their clientele. Although you might have to make many phone calls before you find a receptive 
person, don’t give up! There are countless relevant organizations and professionals who would welcome D.A.’s 
offer of hope in the face of their clients’ compulsion to debt. 

If you stumble upon a national organization that appears open to the D.A. message and service, please be sure 
to let the WSC PI Committee know via pi@debtorsanonymous.org.  

mailto:pi@debtorsanonymous.org
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Information for Helping Professionals Pamphlet 

The Information for Helping Professionals pamphlet is service literature that can be a useful tool when 
interacting with helping professionals. The pamphlet is addressed to the Helping Professional and 
intended as an aid to D.A. Public Information Service. However, we have found it most helpful as 
preparation for outreach rather than as an appropriate document for distribution to professionals. 

The helping professionals pamphlet content is included on the next several pages for easy access. 
Either internally or externally, the pamphlet content that follows can be used by any member of D.A. 
involved in PI service including regional PI Committees and PI Representatives, members of the WSC PI 
Committee, members of the GSB PI Committee, and all D.A. members performing PI service. 

The pamphlet is no longer available in print, but is included in the next three pages of this handbook. 
You can download the 3-page pamphlet in a single pdf along with two GSB-approved tear-off flyers at 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/. This downloadable pdf 
version can be useful for emailing. 

If desired, you can share this free pamphlet with helping professionals by mail, email, or in person. 
Please do use all five pages each time, including the two tear-off flyers. You might consider including a 
small stack of contact cards every time as well. 

Possible uses can include: 

 Mailing or emailing to Helping Professionals 

 Distribution in person to counseling centers, psychologists’ and psychiatrists’ offices, Human 
Resources or Employee Assistance Program personnel, etc. 

 Distribution at Health Fairs 

 Distribution at PI Booths 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
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Information for Helping Professionals — Part 1 of 3* 

To our friends in the helping professions —  
Do you know someone who is having problems with debt and might be a compulsive debtor? 

There is hope for people whose use of unsecured debt has caused a variety of problems and suffering in 
their lives and the lives of others. Debting is more than just sensationalized shopping. It can cripple and 
ruin someone’s life. For the compulsive debtor, debt is like alcohol for the alcoholic, food for the 
compulsive eater, and gambling for the compulsive gambler. 

For many, it is a false crutch that feeds fantasy and magnifies obsession. Many pursue this illusion to the 
gates of mental institutions, prison, or suicide. Many debtors are thousands of dollars in debt to credit 
card companies, student lending organizations, or family members. Compulsive debtors often engage in 
compulsive shopping and underearning or alternate between overspending and deprivation. Eventually, 
a person with a compulsive debting problem finds that life has become unmanageable. 

Debtors Anonymous (D.A.) is a twelve-step program in the tradition of Alcoholics Anonymous and is a 
nonprofit organization. D.A. is in a position to serve as a resource to you through its policy of 
cooperation, but not affiliation, with the professional community. 

For people whose use of unsecured debt has caused a variety of problems and has made their lives 
unmanageable, D.A. offers a program that works. In D.A. meetings, members share their experience, 
strength, and hope and help each other to not incur new unsecured debt one day at a time. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* As mentioned on the previous page, this 3-page pamphlet is conference-approved but discontinued. Please download a 

copy from http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/ if desired for distribution by 
either mail or email. The same content is also available, in a different layout, in the GSB-approved PI Starter Kit.  

http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
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Information for Helping Professionals — Part 2 of 3 

15 Questions — 
Most compulsive debtors will answer “yes” to at least eight of the following 15 questions: 

1. Are your debts making your home life unhappy? 

2. Does the pressure of your debts distract you from your daily work? 

3. Are your debts affecting your reputation? 

4. Do your debts cause you to think less of yourself? 

5. Have you ever given false information in order to obtain credit? 

6. Have you ever made unrealistic promises to your creditors? 

7. Does the pressure of your debts make you careless with the welfare of your family? 

8. Do you ever fear that your employer, family, or friends will learn the extent of your total 
indebtedness? 

9. When faced with a difficult financial situation, does the prospect of borrowing give you an 
inordinate feeling of relief? 

10. Does the pressure of your debts cause you to have difficulty sleeping? 

11. Has the pressure of your debts ever caused you to consider getting drunk? 

12. Have you ever borrowed money without giving adequate consideration to the rate of interest 
you are required to pay? 

13. Do you usually expect a negative response when subject to a credit investigation? 

14. Have you developed a strict regimen of paying off your debts, only to break it under pressure? 

15. Do you justify your debts by telling yourself that you are superior to “other” people, and when 
you get your “break” you’ll be out of debt overnight? 

 

If your client or patient answered “yes” to eight or more of these questions, the chances are that there 
is a problem with compulsive debt or he or she is well on the way to having one. A formal referral is not 
necessary. For meeting information, you or your client or patient can call the D.A. General Service Office 
(800-421-2383) or visit our website: http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/.  

http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/
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Information for Helping Professionals — Part 3 of 3 

The Twelve Signs of Compulsive Debting: 

1. Being unclear about your financial situation; not knowing account balances, monthly expenses, 
loan interest rates, fees, fines, or contractual obligations. 

2. Frequently “borrowing” items such as books, pens, or small amounts of money from friends or 
others and failing to return them. 

3. Poor saving habits: not planning for taxes, retirement, or other nonrecurring but predictable 
items and feeling surprised when they come due; a “live for today, don’t worry about 
tomorrow” attitude. 

4. Compulsive shopping: being unable to pass up a “good deal”; making impulsive purchases; 
leaving price tags on clothes so they can be returned; not using items you’ve purchased. 

5. Difficulty in meeting basic financial or personal obligations and/or an inordinate sense of 
accomplishment when such obligations are met. 

6. A different feeling when buying things on credit than when paying cash, a feeling of being in the 
club, of being accepted, of being grown up. 

7. Living in chaos and drama around money; using one credit card to pay another; bouncing 
checks; always having a financial crisis to contend with. 

8. A tendency to live on the edge; living paycheck to paycheck; taking risks with health and car 
insurance coverage; writing checks hoping money will appear to cover them. 

9. Unwarranted inhibition and embarrassment in what should be a normal discussion of money. 

10. Overworking or underearning; working extra hours to earn money to pay your creditors; using 
time inefficiently; taking jobs below your skill and education level. 

11. An unwillingness to care for and value yourself; living in self-imposed deprivation; denying your 
own basic needs in order to pay your creditors. 

12. A feeling or hope that someone will take care of you if necessary, so that you won’t really get 
into trouble, that there will always be someone you can turn to. 
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Sample Introduction of D.A. for Use with Helping Professionals 

Below you will find a simple approach to get you started on phone calls to helping professionals. Use this 
approach as a guideline and adapt the details to your own style as you gain experience. Be sure to share your 
successes and failures with “Let’s Grow D.A.!” via letsgrowda@gmail.com, so we can keep our documentation 
and other interested D.A. members updated.  

If you know the jargon or lingo of a specific helping field, feel free to use it. If not, it’s best to stick with very 
general terms. The words “clients” and “patients” are often interchangeable. If the helping professional corrects 
you, or offers useful vocabulary, follow her or his lead. If possible, let the helping professional guide your calls. 
Always remember that they are experts in their fields; we are volunteers and nonexperts in carrying the 
message. 

 

Getting past the gatekeeper: 

Hi, my name is ___________. I am a member of Debtors Anonymous, providing information to helping 
professionals who might encounter patients or clients with a compulsive debting problem. I would like 
to start by offering a brief explanation of what D.A. has to offer and providing some literature. Can you 
please transfer me to the best person for me to speak with about Debtors Anonymous? 

 

Getting 15 minutes with the helping professional: 

Hi, my name is ___________. I am a member of Debtors Anonymous, providing information to helping 
professionals who might encounter patients or clients with a compulsive debting problem. Our 
experience is that members of your profession often work with people with unmanageable debt, 
although that might not be their primary reason for seeking your services. Their problems with money 
and debt are probably impacting their lives, their work, and their relationships with their loved ones. If 
those people want to improve their life, by not incurring new unsecured debt, we want you to feel 
confident in referring them to D.A. Do you have time now to take about 15 minutes to discuss this 
further?  

IF YES — Do you have any immediate questions about Debtors Anonymous? Or about what I’ve 
described so far? (Again, let the helping professional’s questions lead the call. That will be the 
most effective use of your time and theirs, and it will keep them interested in the call. We’re not 
educating; we’re providing service — both to the helping professionals and to their clients.) 

IF NO, AND THEY’RE LOCAL — Is there a convenient time I can stop by to drop off some 
literature and have a 15-minute chat to answer any questions you might have? 

IF NO, AND THEY’RE LONG DISTANCE — Is there a convenient time I can call back to have a 15-
minute chat to answer any questions you might have? If yes, when? If not, may I send you some 
literature by mail or email? 

mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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Making the Most of Your Time with Helping Professionals 

So, you’ve made it past the gatekeeper and gotten some interest from a helping professional. Good work! Now’s 
the time to drop off, mail, or email D.A. information in print. The D.A. website has many pieces of literature you 
can download for free here: http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/free-literature/ and feel free to 
make copies of the Information for Helping Professionals you can download from the D.A. website. If your PI 
committee has a funded spending plan, you might also buy relevant pamphlets from the GSO and include one or 
more of those as well.  

 
Getting ready for your call or meeting 

To prepare yourself, we recommend that you return to the table of contents of this handbook and look 
for relevant details in all sections.  

We suggest that you practice your pitch with someone else, dress in a way that helps raise your 
confidence, have your materials with or in front of you (don’t try to wing it!), pray and meditate, sit up 
straight, and smile. Most importantly, trust that your Higher Power is guiding you. 

 
Main talking points for your 15-minute call or meeting: 

 Talk briefly about D.A. and what D.A. can do to help. Be able to answer the kind of questions 
listed here: http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/.  

 Offer to make a presentation to the entire organization or to any division of their staff. A typical 
presentation takes 30 to 60 minutes and includes a panel of two to four D.A. members. Panelists 
would introduce the Fellowship and talk about what the Twelve Steps of D.A. have done for 
them. They would also explain what D.A. meetings are like, share a little from their own 
personal recovery stories, and answer questions. In best case scenarios, panels would include 
diverse members from your regional D.A. community, such as debtors of both genders and of 
both D.A. and BDA. (See section 7 of this handbook for further guidance on giving D.A. panels.) 

 If appropriate, mention the options for future work with the organization such as conducting 
quarterly workshops or regular D.A. meetings in their facility (suggest monthly to start). If there 
is interest, ask about timelines, expectations, and needs of the organization. 

 Pause, and one by one, ask:  
o What are our next steps?  
o When can we next meet?  
o Is there any help or additional information that I can provide now? 

 Thank them for their time and agree to follow up with them soon. 

 Keep your promises. Your actions will be the helping professional’s perception of D.A.! 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/free-literature/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/
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How to Use Sample Outreach Correspondence for Helping Professionals 

The correspondence that follows could be sent via either email or postal mail. The samples you’ll see on the next 
few pages have been prepared as emails. To change them into letters for printing, simply search online for 
professional letter templates and choose and download the ones you like best.  

When sending outreach emails, please never send spam. To avoid spam, visit individual websites to ensure 
you’re reaching out to the correct person and organization, then send only one email at a time (no cc’s or bcc’s). 
It’s important to include specifics of the person you’re emailing, such as name, field, and specialty. If you have 
specific reasons for reaching out to a particular individual, add those reasons to your email. 

As you’ll see in the following samples, regional PI Committees and PI Representatives are encouraged to add 
their Intergroup web address to the body of the outreach email. However, please do not remove the links to 
pages on GSO’s website. While our regional Intergroup websites are often well-prepared and well-managed, 
there is no substitute for giving a Helping Professional an opportunity to speak to one of our GSB members. 

You might consider changing the language and specifics to fit your region and audience. Your Intergroup may 
have other details not included in the attached that you want to share. Please do. Hopefully, the emails that 
follow will give you a good starting point. If in doubt, always feel welcome to reach out to 
letsgrowda@gmail.com for assistance. 

You will find several samples of correspondence on the following pages. If you have suggestions for more 
sample correspondence, please send them to letsgrowda@gmail.com for help in getting them polished and 
distributed. 

 

Possible enclosures might include: 

 Local Meeting Lists 

 D.A. Contact Information Cards 

 PI Tear-Off Flyers 

 Outreach Brochures 

 Information for Helping Professionals — Download from www.debtorsanonymous.org 

 D.A. Pamphlets — The pamphlet Debtors Anonymous is often well received. 

 

mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/
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Sample Outreach Email #1 for Helping Professionals  
— As a Request for a First Call 

From:  First name, last initial, and anonymous email address 

To:  Helping professional email address (one at a time, no cc’s or bcc’s) 

Date:  Day, date, and time stamp 

Subject: Outreach from Debtors Anonymous 

 
Dear Mr. / Ms. / Dr. _______________, (If they sign-off their reply or otherwise introduce themselves to you 
by their first name, you can switch to their first name, otherwise it’s best to stay with titles and surnames.) 

I am reaching out to you today to offer awareness of Debtors Anonymous, which offers hope for people whose 
use of unsecured debt causes problems and suffering in their lives and the lives of others. Debtors Anonymous is 
a twelve-step program in the tradition of Alcoholics Anonymous and is a nonprofit organization. D.A. is in a 
position to serve as a resource to you and other professionals like you through our policy of cooperation, but not 
affiliation, with professional communities. 

For people whose use of unsecured debt has caused a variety of problems and has made their lives 
unmanageable, D.A. offers a program that works. In Debtors Anonymous meetings, our members share their 
experience, strength, and hope and we help each other to not incur new unsecured debt one day at a time. 

I wanted to mention one more element of D.A., especially for business owners and the self-employed, including 
artists and other creatives, as well as professional services and countless others. Personally, it was through a 
handful of failed business pursuits that I found myself out of control financially. D.A. has saved my life, given me 
new meaning and purpose, and provided me with a peace of mind I never imagined possible. For business 
owners, like me, there are meetings and support resources focused on debting in business, which we call 
Business Debtors Anonymous or BDA. 

BDA is a distinct and dynamic but not separate part of D.A., created to focus on the recovery of members of the 
fellowship who are business owners and operators. Together, members of BDA support one another in applying 
the D.A. principles and tools when owning and running a business. 

Could we schedule a 10-15 minute call sometime to discuss the benefits of D.A. and BDA to individual debtors?  

Thank you in advance for your consideration. I hope this finds you well! 

Your first name and last initial and phone number 

Our international home page -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/   

Information for Professionals -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/  

FAQ -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/   

An index of D.A. meetings worldwide -- 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting   

http://debtorsanonymous.org/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting
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Sample Outreach Email #2 for Helping Professionals  

— As a Follow-up to a First Phone Call or First Meeting 

 

From:  First name, last initial, and anonymous email address 

To:  Helping professional email address (one at a time, no cc’s or bcc’s) 

Date:  Day, date, and time stamp 

Subject: Outreach from Debtors Anonymous 

 
 

Dear Mr. / Ms. / Dr. _______________, (If they sign-off their reply or otherwise introduce themselves to you 
by their first name, you can switch to their first name, otherwise it’s best to stay with titles and surnames.) 

Thank you for your time on the telephone today. I look forward to touching base with you again on __________. 

As we discussed, there is hope for people whose use of unsecured debt has caused a variety of problems and 
suffering in their lives and the lives of others. Debting is more than an addiction to shopping. It can cripple and 
ruin someone’s life. Debt is like alcohol for the alcoholic, food for the compulsive eater, and gambling for the 
compulsive gambler. 

For many it is a false crutch that feeds fantasy and magnifies obsession. Many debtors are tens of thousands of 
dollars in debt to credit card companies, student loans, and/or family members. Compulsive debtors often 
engage in frivolous spending or underearning, or alternate between overspending and deprivation. Eventually, a 
person with a compulsive debting problem finds that life has become unmanageable. 

Debtors Anonymous is a twelve-step program in the tradition of Alcoholics Anonymous and is a nonprofit 
organization. D.A. can serve as a resource to you through our policy of cooperation, but not affiliation, with 
professional communities. 

D.A. offers a program of recovery that works for people who compulsively debt. In D.A. meetings, members 
share their experience, strength, and hope and help each other to not incur new unsecured debt one day at a 
time. Please follow the links below to find out more about D.A. 

Your first name and last initial and phone number 

Our international home page -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/   

Information for Professionals -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/  

FAQ -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/   

An index of D.A. meetings worldwide -- 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting   

http://debtorsanonymous.org/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting
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Sample Outreach Email #3 for Helping Professionals  
— As a Follow-up to a First Email in 60-90 Days 

 

From:  First name, last initial, and anonymous email address 

To:  Helping professional email address (one at a time, no cc’s or bcc’s) 

Date:  Day, date, and time stamp 

Subject: Outreach from Debtors Anonymous 

 
Dear Mr. / Ms. / Dr. _______________, (If they sign-off their reply or otherwise introduce themselves to you 
by their first name, you can switch to their first name, otherwise it’s best to stay with titles and surnames.) 

I am reaching out to you today, for a second time, to offer awareness of Debtors Anonymous, which offers hope 
for people whose use of unsecured debt causes problems and suffering in their lives and the lives of others. I 
completely understand if you are hesitant about scheduling a phone call with me. Time is precious. If time does 
become available for a 10-15 minute call, I can provide much more information about D.A. if you're interested. 

In the meantime, many professionals I've spoken with have made a variety of offers to support our efforts to 
reach and serve debtors who might be ready for recovery, including the following: 

 Sharing of my outreach email and attachments with their professional networks. 

 Placement of tear-off flyers (attached) in appropriate places inside and outside their offices. We can 
provide them, or you can print your own. 

 Direct referrals to our meetings if possible. We have a regional D.A. Intergroup and website. The latter is 
at __________________ and provides relevant, regionalized information including a meeting schedule.  

 Some professionals have listed us as a resource on their websites and/or mentioned us on their blogs, 
Facebook pages, and other social media. 

 Some have invited us to give panel presentations to their associations. 

 Any or all of the above would be a big help. We would welcome the opportunity to become a trusted resource 
for you, your clients, and your professional network. Please let me know what next steps we might take 
together. 

Your first name and last initial and phone number 

Our international home page -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/   

Information for Professionals -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/  

FAQ -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/   

An index of D.A. meetings worldwide -- 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting   

http://debtorsanonymous.org/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting
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Sample Outreach Email #4 for Helping Professionals  
— As a Response to an Inquiry 

 

From:  First name, last initial, and anonymous email address 

To:  Helping professional email address (one at a time, no cc’s or bcc’s) 

Date:  Day, date, and time stamp 

Subject: Response from Debtors Anonymous 

 

Dear Mr. / Ms. / Dr. _______________, (If they sign-off their reply or otherwise introduce themselves to you 
by their first name, you can switch to their first name, otherwise it’s best to stay with titles and surnames.) 

Thank you for your inquiry regarding Debtors Anonymous. D.A. is a twelve-step program in the tradition of 
Alcoholics Anonymous and is a nonprofit organization. Debtors Anonymous can serve as a resource to you 
through its policy of cooperation, but not affiliation, with the professional community. 

For people whose use of unsecured debt has caused a variety of problems and has made their lives 
unmanageable, Debtors Anonymous offers a program that works. In D.A. meetings, our members share their 
experience, strength, and hope and we help each other to not incur new unsecured debt one day at a time. 

You have reached us at an exciting time. Some of our members are available to give public information 
presentations in several cities, including here in ______________ (your city or region or state), offering panels 
and workshops to groups of professionals, within both organizations and associations, even just small groups of 
interested independent professionals.  

Our panels usually take 30-60 minutes, depending on what amount of time our hosts make available to us. 
We've also developed a 2 to 3-hour workshop that gives a substantial overview of what we have to offer to 
people who — like us before recovery — suffer from chronic and sometimes life-threatening problems with 
money and debt. I can provide much more information if you're interested. 

In the meantime, I've pasted some helpful links from our international website below. We also have a regional 
D.A. service group which can be found at ______________ (your Intergroup’s website). We would welcome the 
opportunity to become a trusted resource for you and your clients. 

Your first name and last initial and phone number 

Our international home page -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/   

Information for Professionals -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/  

FAQ -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/   

An index of D.A. meetings worldwide -- 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting   

  

http://debtorsanonymous.org/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting
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How to Give a Panel Presentation to Helping Professionals 

The following suggestions are based on the experience, strength, and hope of PI (and HIP) service members who 
have gone before you. You will grow more confident as you carry the message in this way. Panels of two to four 
members are always preferable to making presentations alone. A panel of two or three will usually take 30-45 
minutes and a panel of four will take an hour. The estimated time will be important to your meeting host. Be 
sure to ask for her or his preferred panel size and presentation length. 

Note that sharing in non-D.A. meetings is not the same as sharing in D.A. meetings. You may need to start with 
brief explanations of both anonymity and service; explain the confidentiality of what you will share and what 
may be shared with you, as well as why you want to help — that your only compensation for sharing and serving 
is your own recovery and freedom from new unsecured debt. 

Panels usually begin with a 3-5 minute introduction by the panel leader, describing what will be covered, who 
the panelists are, and why they were selected. Next each panelist will usually spend 5-8 minutes sharing their 
experience, strength, and hope, often in the format: how they found D.A., what D.A. has done for them, and 
why they keep coming back. The panel leader will then facilitate Q&A. In case there are no questions from the 
audience, the panel leader might consider having some prepared questions ready. The interactive period with 
the audience is often the best part of the panel experience. 

Here are some talking points and other ideas for engagement you may find helpful: 

 Bring readings, including the D.A. signposts and 15 diagnostic questions (from the “Helping 
Professionals” pamphlet). Invite questions and encourage curiosity. In other words, don’t “fill in all the 
blanks.” Leave information to be discovered by your audience through interaction with you. 

 Keep it brief and simple — short 5- to 8-minute member shares of D.A. experience, strength, and hope 
from two to four panelists usually work best. Be lively and inspiring, especially in large groups.  

 Don’t be afraid to show them your scars, your vulnerability, how far down you’ve gone, and how far 
back you’ve come as a result of D.A. Be sure to emphasize not your successes (ego) but the successes of 
the D.A. program, through the Tools and Steps (spirit), in your life. 

 Keep your emphasis on broad spiritual principles, avoiding discussion of religion. If you struggled with 
spiritual concepts in the beginning but don’t now, feel free to mention that and how you progressed to 
spiritual acceptance and surrender. 

 Consider bringing a visual, hands-on presentation of a D.A. Tool or Step. While you will share plenty, do 
not orate, speechify, or pontificate. Keep it engaging, service-oriented. 

 Dress as you would for any professional appointment. Avoid wearing jeans, t-shirts, open-toed shoes, 
and the like. You’re there to carry the message that D.A. works. Don’t be afraid to let your audience 
both see and hear the message. 

 Bring D.A. literature to share and be flexible with your timing. Expect the unexpected. Let Higher Power 
guide your service.  
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How to Host a Workshop for Helping Professionals 

D.A. members can use this workshop agenda to present to any organization that serves debtors. This workshop 
is a reasonable alternative to the 2- to 4-member panel described on the previous page. You will want to be 
flexible and to adapt the workshop to your service opportunities. You are encouraged to share your successes 
and failures with “Let’s Grow D.A.!” via letsgrowda@gmail.com.   

Introduction: 15 minutes 

 Ask an audience member to read: What Is Compulsive Debting? 
 Host introductions: 2 D.A. members who arranged the service opportunity. 
 Guest introductions: Names and compulsive debtor only (for now) from 3 – 6 guest speakers. 
 Ask an audience member to read: Signs of Compulsive Debting. 

D.A. Guest Speakers Share 10 minutes each: 30 – 60 minutes 

Experience, strength, and hope about D.A. recovery. Please note: minimize mention of outside programs 
/ issues / D.A. sub-identifications; no profanity or off-color remarks or topics. 

D.A. Tool or Step Presentation: 25 – 30 minutes 

 Ask an audience member to read the introduction and titles from: Tools of Debtors Anonymous. 
 Ask an audience member to read: 12 Steps of Debtors Anonymous. 
 Hosts give interactive presentation of D.A. tool or pamphlet. 

Bathroom Break: 15 minutes 

Small Group Breakout and Audience Shares: 30 – 40 minutes 

Return from break to small groups; D.A. guest speakers lead sharing and Q&A at small group tables; D.A. 
hosts can lead tables if there aren’t enough D.A. guest speakers; D.A. guest speakers will be assigned 
topics and provided with necessary materials for this part of the workshop. 

Closing: 20 minutes 

 Guest speakers wrap-up discussion; tables and chairs are replaced in their original configuration. 
 Ask an audience member to read: Promises of Debtors Anonymous. 
 Thanks to all — hosts, guest speakers, and most of all the audience. 
 Invite show of hands of audience members interested in learning even more about D.A. 
 Distribute literature on topic and newcomer packets. 

D.A. Hosts and Guest Speakers Debrief Outside or Over Coffee 

How did it go? What went well? What needs improvement? 

mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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Sample Outreach Email #5 for Helping Professionals  

— To Offer a Panel Presentation or Workshop 

 

From:  First name, last initial, and anonymous email address 

To:  Helping professional email address (one at a time, no cc’s or bcc’s) 

Date:  Day, date, and time stamp 

Subject: Outreach from Debtors Anonymous 

Dear Mr. / Ms. / Dr. _______________, (If they sign-off their reply or otherwise introduce themselves to you 
by their first name, you can switch to their first name, otherwise it’s best to stay with titles and surnames.) 

Do you know someone who is having problems with money and debt and might be a compulsive debtor? 

I am reaching out to you today to offer your organization awareness of Debtors Anonymous, which offers hope 
for people whose use of unsecured debt causes problems and suffering in their lives and the lives of others. 

Some of our members are available to give public information presentations in several cities, including here in 
______________ (your city or region or state), offering panels and workshops to groups of professionals, within 
both organizations and associations, even just small groups of interested independent professionals.  

Our panels usually take 30-60 minutes, depending on what amount of time our hosts make available to us. 
We've also developed a 2- to 3-hour workshop that gives a substantial overview of what we have to offer to 
people who — like us before our recovery began — suffer from chronic and sometimes life-threatening 
problems with money and debt. I can provide much more information if you're interested. 

In the meantime, I've pasted some helpful links from our international website below. I've also attached the 
information we most often share with our professional advocates. We also have a regional D.A. service group 
which can be found at ______________ (your Intergroup’s website). We would welcome the opportunity to 
become a trusted resource for you and your clients. 

Thank you in advance for your help. I hope this finds you well! 

Your first name and last initial and phone number 

Our international home page -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/   

Information for Professionals -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/  

FAQ -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/   

An index of D.A. meetings worldwide -- 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting   

http://debtorsanonymous.org/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting
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Sample Outreach Email #6 for Helping Professionals  

— To Follow-up After a Panel Presentation or Workshop 

 

From:  First name, last initial, and anonymous email address 

To:  Helping professional email address (one at a time, no cc’s or bcc’s) 

Date:  Day, date, and time stamp 

Subject: Panel (or Workshop) Follow-up from Debtors Anonymous 

 
Dear Mr. / Ms. / Dr. _______________, (If they sign-off their reply or otherwise introduce themselves to you 
by their first name, you can switch to their first name, otherwise it’s best to stay with titles and surnames.) 

Thank you for welcoming Debtors Anonymous to provide a panel (or workshop) at ______________________ 
(organization or event, such as a Bar Association luncheon) on _________ (date). We felt our participation was 
a great success and enjoyed meeting many members of your organization. We would love to participate again 
sometime in the next year if the opportunity arises. In the meantime, please do let your members know that we 
are very interested in working with them individually and in regional groups. If there is an email or contact list 
we could use to reach out to individual professionals, it would be a huge help in our outreach efforts. 

As you know, Debtors Anonymous is a twelve-step program in the tradition of Alcoholics Anonymous and is a 
nonprofit organization. D.A. can serve as a resource to you and other professionals like you through our policy of 
cooperation, but not affiliation, with professional communities. 

For people whose use of unsecured debt has caused a variety of problems and has made their lives 
unmanageable, D.A. offers a program that works. In Debtors Anonymous meetings, the members share their 
experience, strength, and hope and help each other to not incur new unsecured debt one day at a time. 

In the meantime, I've pasted some helpful links from our international website below. I've also attached the 
information we most often share with our professional advocates. We also have a D.A. service group in our 
region which can be found at ______________ (your Intergroup’s website). We would welcome the opportunity 
to become a trusted resource for you and your members, including a link on the resources page of your website 
if possible. 

Your first name and last initial and phone number 

Our international home page -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/   

Information for Professionals -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/  

FAQ -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/   

An index of D.A. meetings worldwide -- 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting   

  

http://debtorsanonymous.org/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting
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— Section 8 —  

A Review of What We’ve 
Covered So Far  
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Outreach Preparation for All Interested D.A. Members (A Recap of Section 1) 

At the end of 2015, the same time period as the comments quoted in our call to action, estimated memberships 
in our and several other fellowships looked like this: 

Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.) — 2,100,000 (out of an estimated 18 million alcoholics worldwide) 

Al-Anon — 400,000 (out of an estimated 72 million people qualified by alcoholics in their lives) 

Overeaters Anonymous (OA) — 60,000 

Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous (S.L.A.A.) — 16,000 

Debtors Anonymous (D.A.) — 5,000 

 
Money — From A.A.’s profit and loss (http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/en_gsofinancialinfo.pdf), specifically 
2017 for the U.S. only, we learn that their total income for the year was approximately $12 million. In turn, they 
spent $1.1 million (or 9%) on outreach expenses, approximately: $375k for Public Information, $275k for 
Cooperation with Professional Communities (which we call Helping Professionals), $150k for Treatment and 
Special Needs, and $300k for Corrections (which we call Hospitals, Institutions, and Prisons). In addition, groups, 
districts, areas, and Intergroups fund PI in A.A directly. Based on the fiscal year ending 2016, D.A. recognized 
$157,046.41 in total income and reported NO DIRECT SPENDING on outreach expenses, and few D.A. groups or 
Intergroups have PI in their spending plans. D.A.’s 2015 outreach spending had been 0.7% of total income.  

 
According to a past GSB member in mid-2016:  

“The WSC and GSB PI Committees, at their respective levels in the service structure, are not about doing 
the 12th Step work. They are about making 12th Step work possible. Using materials provided by the PI 
committees, and other resources developed by groups and Intergroups, 12th Step work becomes less 
mysterious and is doable at the grassroots level.”  

 
Bottom line, we need to stop waiting for the WSC or GSB to do our outreach for us. It’s never going to happen. 
It’s our 12th Step, and our work to do.  

 

The purpose of this PI Handbook is to facilitate both outreach and responses to requests from and 
about D.A. at the grassroots level. Just as our program of recovery was founded on one debtor talking 
with another, our greatest potential for attraction of new members is one successfully recovering D.A. 
member talking with one still-suffering debtor, one helping professional, or one media representative. 

  

http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/en_gsofinancialinfo.pdf
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Outreach Preparation for All Interested D.A. Members (A Recap of Section 1) — continued  

Working together, members of our international, regional, and group PI Committees convey D.A. information to 
the media, helping professionals, the general public, and inward to our current D.A. members. Anyone 
interested in PI participation should be familiar with the D.A. program and able to provide consistent and 
reliable service to the Fellowship. Previous experience on committees is helpful. A growing understanding of the 
Twelve Traditions, including a firm grasp of anonymity (Traditions Eleven and Twelve), is most important. This 
understanding is often enhanced through PI Committees studying available D.A. PI materials together.  

 
Here are three ways to carry the message, usually performed by groups or regional committees: 

1. To the general public: Post flyers, distribute D.A. contact information cards, host an 
informational event about D.A., upgrade your website, and visit a prison or other institution. 
Inform your own medical and service providers about our program and ask them to help spread 
the word of D.A.’s existence. The possibilities for outreach to the public are endless. 

2. To helping professionals: Make outreach calls and offer presentations to helping professionals 
in your region. For instance, you might focus on: therapists, clergy, banking and credit 
counseling centers, helping organizations and associations, and the Veterans Association via 
their major medical centers. 

3. To the media: Visit websites of helping professionals, nonprofits, and others to see if a link to 
your regional Intergroup or to debtorsanonymous.org might be helpful. If you think a link might 
be helpful, reach out to the website administrator and ask to be listed on their resource page. 

 
If we take another look at our membership numbers on the previous page, it becomes obvious that we’ve 
allowed the “don’ts” of PI to get in the way of the “dos.” Let’s re-think this, starting with a look at each of these 
words: 

To attract is … to cause to come to a place or participate in a venture by offering something of interest, 
favorable conditions, or opportunities; to evoke (a specified, desired reaction); to cause (someone) to 
have a liking for or interest in something; to be attractive; to be desirable.   

To promote is … to further the progress of (something, especially a cause, venture, or aim); to support 
or actively encourage; to give publicity to (a product, organization, or venture) to increase sales or 
public awareness.   

To be aware is … to know (of); to recognize and acknowledge. Awareness is … knowledge; recognition 
and familiarity; realization. Realization is … to be brought fully into existence.  That’s what we want for 
D.A. We’ll know it’s happened when PI is at the center of our 12th Step and our service structure.  
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Outreach Resources for Regional PI Committees (A Recap of Section 2) 

Together we can accomplish what none of us could accomplish alone. This is the simple principle underlying the 
need for regional Public Information Committees. As mentioned before, some Intergroups have already formed 
their own PI Committees, which have the privilege of facilitating PI at their regional levels. PI requests from local 
and regional media, helping professionals, the general public, and all others might be handled best by regional PI 
Committees and/or Intergroups.  

At this writing, Northern California D.A., in the San Francisco Bay Area, appears to be having the most success 
with their monthly PI committee meetings and activities. There are 6-8 active PI representatives who report on 
their local PI activities each month, along with several members who are engaged in regional and national 
outreach. NCDA’s monthly conference calls are open to all D.A. members regardless of geographic location. Visit 
https://www.ncdaweb.org/grow-da or email their PI Chairperson via PublicInfo@NCDAweb.org for more 
information, including call in information, meeting agendas, and other details. 

Public Information Committee Sample Annual Spending Plan 

 $240 for D.A. Contact Information Cards  

 $300 for a “Winner’s Party” (name is optional, this is a celebratory gathering of members from regional 
D.A. members’ other fellowships to introduce them to D.A. in a fun and informative setting)  

 $120 for one-time PI educational event within a region — no admission, yes 7th Tradition  

 $600 for various outwardly focused items: external mailings and pamphlets to helping professionals and 
the media, reaching outside of your current regional D.A. membership — average $50 per month spent 
on postage, supplies, and outreach materials  

 $240 for contingencies (opportunities you are not yet aware of), occasional prints of the PI tear-off flyers 
would come from this line item 

TOTAL REQUESTED for year = $1,500 or $125/month 

Let’s compare this to the amount of money we spend on sending representatives to the annual World Service 
Conference ($1,500 to $2,000 each), on special events, and other regional activities and ask ourselves:  

“Is this really too much money to spend to carry the D.A. 
message to the still-suffering debtors throughout our region?” 

https://www.ncdaweb.org/grow-da
mailto:PublicInfo@NCDAweb.org
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Outreach Resources for PI Representatives (A Recap of Section 3) 

Our goal, as PI service people at this point in D.A.’s service history, is to answer the following questions together: 

Who, exactly, are we trying to carry the message to in each of our PI audiences — general public, 
helping professionals, and media — and the organizations within them? 

What, exactly, do we need to provide or contribute toward each of our PI audiences’ needs to become a 
trusted and well-remembered resource? 

Where, exactly, is the best place to start our outreach in each of our PI audiences and the organizations 
within them? 

When, exactly, is the best time to reach our PI audiences — time of day, time of week, time of month, 
time of year — and the organizations within them? 

Why, exactly, should our PI audiences be interested in our message and the voluntary services we 
provide to compulsive debtors like us? 

How, exactly, can we reach the still-suffering debtor through each of our PI audiences? 

 

One WSC PI member was tasked with a brief description of “How to Grow D.A.” He offered this approach, 
focused on PI service as a “we” activity, growing our various PI service teams as we grow our membership: 

Be in Your Recovery: Having found freedom from incurring new unsecured debt, most of us never want 
to surrender to compulsive debting ever again. Part of the solution is to regularly hear the stories of 
newly recovering debtors. Another is to express our gratitude by practicing D.A.’s primary purpose. 

Be a Team Member: Outreach, like any activity done alone, in D.A. or out, quickly grows boring. And 
most of us need accountability vehicles to meet our own expectations. Before leaping into outreach, 
find a D.A. friend to share the experience with you. Create the “us” in “Let’s Grow D.A.!” first. 

Be in Action: You can’t have “attraction” without “action,” lots and lots of action. Like attracting clients 
to one’s business, it’s nearly impossible to tie outreach actions to definite, dependable outcomes. What 
we do know, though, is that if we stop acting, we stop growing. Action is our job; results are up to 
Higher Power. 

Be Inspired: We know the power of newcomers to inspire us. Not only to inspire us to stay free of 
unsecured debt and to become better sponsors but also to expand our own recovery and to become 
better people. Let’s fill our Fellowship with opportunities to serve and to sponsor and to be inspired. 

Be a Team Builder: Once you’ve personally experienced the fun and fellowship available in PI service, 
talk about it in your groups and Intergroups. Invite your fellows to join you and develop high-functioning 
regional PI Committees with your peers. Let’s share the work of our regional D.A. PI Committees! 

Be in Momentum: Complete each task and the next one will be obvious. Don’t be afraid to commit 
several hours each week to PI service. It’s not what we do, as much as it’s the attitude we bring to what 
we do. Let your momentum, your inspiration, and your growing recovery guide your positive attitude. 
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Making Your Meeting Newcomer-Friendly (A Recap of Section 4) 

“The Fifth Tradition is unambiguous. The message carried by our groups is that there is another way to 
live; that way is the Twelve Steps of Debtors Anonymous. Every Debtors Anonymous group exists to 
carry D.A.’s message of hope and recovery to any individual who desires to be liberated from debting. 
We use every opportunity in our group meetings to share that we have found a spiritual solution to 
our common problem, and that by living the solution we have ceased incurring new unsecured debt 
and freed ourselves to move toward the lives we desire. We also make clear that this solution is 
available to anyone who comes seeking it.” – from the text of Step Twelve in The Twelve Steps, 
Twelve Traditions, and Twelve Concepts of Debtors Anonymous 

Taking an annual or bi-annual inventory can make the difference between health and sickness for any group. 
Just as no member should be deemed hopeless, neither should any group or meeting. One approach we’ve seen 
work well is the use of A.A.’s Traditions checklist, which can be found and downloaded at 
https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/smf-131_en.pdf. There are 95 questions included in that checklist. If your 
group has the time and willingness to offer, in the interest of a thorough inventory, beginning at Tradition One, 
question one, and working through Tradition Twelve, question twelve, has been found to be a phenomenal 
spiritual experience. 

Many groups have found great value in the creation and fulfillment of a Newcomer Greeter position. This 
position is usually filled for a period of one, three, or six months. The member doing this service, who usually has 
at least 90 days free from incurring new unsecured debt, takes responsibility for watching for newcomers 
before, during, and after each meeting and initiating introductions with new people. This is a big job. While one 
member may make a commitment to providing this service each week, in the best and most vibrant groups ALL 
group members participate in greeting newcomers and welcoming them to the meeting. 

The best help we can give to newcomers, related to solvency, is to let them know how important our own 
solvency is to us, along with the lengths we’re willing to go to avoid incurring new unsecured debt. It’s been said 
that “relapse is not a requirement of recovery” and “we just don’t debt, no matter what, one day at a time.” If 
we’ve placed that level of importance and priority on our own solvency, we should feel encouraged to share 
that at our meetings, with our sponsees, and in our PRGs. That’s the message of D.A. in action. 

Like solvency, the best help we can give to newcomers, related to the Steps, is to let them know how important 
our own Step work is to us, along with the lengths we’re willing to go to gain freedom from debt and from the 
hopelessness it brought with it. D.A. is, after all, a 12-Step program, not a 12-Tool or 12-Promise program. As a 
fellowship, we agree that debting is our problem, and the Steps are our solution. There are other solutions 
provided in other environments, but the Steps are the only true solution to be found in D.A. 

Once we reach Step Twelve, having had a new and recent spiritual awakening, there is nothing else for us to do 
but to carry the message of the program and Fellowship which have saved and improved our lives. Having 
received so many gifts of our own recovery, why would we possibly wish to withhold the potential for those gifts 
from others?  

https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/smf-131_en.pdf
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Outreach to the General Public (A Recap of Section 5) 

We suggest looking for compulsive debtors who you would most likely relate to personally, who remind you of 
yourself before you found D.A. recovery. Think about the things you did and the places you went when you were 
compulsively debting. Revisit some of your old haunts and look around. Do you see anyone who looks desperate 
and lost? That might be one of us. Ask if you can post a flyer or leave a few D.A. contact information cards in a 
visible space. 

The key to success in carrying the D.A. message to the general public is to select your preferred audience or 
audiences and to serve them unwaveringly, remembering that you are providing PI service to protect and to 
enhance your own recovery from compulsive debting. If you consistently carry the message to the general 
public, you are taking generous and spiritual action, despite any feelings you may develop about “success” or 
“failure” at getting new debtors to attend your meetings.  

No single D.A. member can cover any segment of the general public in her or his city, state, region, etc. Rather 
than drawing imaginary boundaries and self-made limitations, find overlaps in your interest areas and work 
together. (“We can do together what we could never do alone.” — Anonymous) This idea of working and being 
together in our recovery applies to PI outreach, too. 

It will often be unclear whether a specific audience will be best served via outreach to the General Public, 
welcoming the individual debtor to D.A., or via outreach to Helping Professionals, focused on reaching debtors 
through our unaffiliated advocates and advisors. We encourage not worrying about this. Two D.A. members 
calling or visiting the same organization would be confusing to that organization, but many D.A. members 
carrying the message within an outreach audience will not likely be confusing to anyone. 

Those of us in recovery have something of high value to offer to workers in the fields in which we used to cause 
harm and hardships. We could even consider this outreach work a form of 9th Step amends, in which we make 
“direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so would injure them or others.” We can’t 
make amends to everyone whose days we ruined through bullying and abusing and demanding to get our own 
way while we were actively debting. But we can make amends to people like those that we harmed, and we can 
reach out to still-suffering debtors at the same time. 

However you choose to initiate outreach, your primary outreach tools for the General Public will be physical 
materials: 

 D.A. contact information cards 

 PI tear-off flyers 

For access to these and other GSB-approved materials, please visit http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-
services/public-information/. New materials are added to this page infrequently, but it does happen. 

For additional outreach resources, please visit https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da.  

 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da
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Outreach to Helping Professionals — Part One (Individuals) (A Recap of Section 6) 

Look for organizations that might welcome the carrying of the D.A. message — as a speaker presentation, via 
workshops or panels, or cooperative work with professionals — to their clientele. Although you might have to 
make many phone calls before you find a receptive person, don’t give up! There are countless relevant 
organizations and professionals who would welcome D.A.’s offer of hope in the face of their clients’ compulsion 
to debt. If you stumble upon a national organization that appears open to the D.A. message and service, please 
be sure to let the WSC PI Committee know via pi@debtorsanonymous.org.  

The Information for Helping Professionals pamphlet is discontinued service literature that can be a 
useful tool when interacting with helping professionals. The pamphlet is addressed to the Helping 
Professional and intended as an aid to D.A. Public Information Service. 

You can download the 3-page pamphlet in a single pdf along with two GSB-approved tear-off flyers at 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/. This downloadable pdf 
version can be useful for emailing. 

If desired, you can share this free pamphlet with helping professionals by mail, email, or in person. 
Please do use all five pages each time, including the two tear-off flyers. You might consider including a 
small stack of contact cards every time as well. 

Possible uses can include: 

 Mailing or emailing to Helping Professionals 

 Distribution in person to counseling centers, psychologists’ and psychiatrists’ offices, Human 
Resources or Employee Assistance Program personnel, etc. 

 Distribution at Health Fairs 

 Distribution at PI Booths 

If you have PI funds in your group’s or Intergroup’s spending plan, though, you might consider 
purchasing pamphlets from GSO and mailing them to selected helping professionals. 

If you know the jargon or lingo of a specific helping field, feel free to use it. If not, it’s best to stick with very 
general terms. The words “clients” and “patients” are often interchangeable. If a helping professional corrects 
you, or offers useful vocabulary, follow her or his lead. If possible, let the helping professional guide your calls. 
Always remember that they are experts in their fields; we are volunteers and nonexperts in carrying the 
message. 

Before a phone or face-to-face meeting with a helping professional, we suggest that you practice your pitch with 
someone else, dress in a way that helps raise your confidence, have your materials with or in front of you (don’t 
try to wing it!), pray and meditate, sit up straight, and smile. Most importantly, trust that your Higher Power is 
guiding you. 

Keep your promises. Your actions will be the helping professional’s perception of D.A.! 

mailto:pi@debtorsanonymous.org
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-services/public-information/
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Outreach to Helping Professionals — Part Two (Group Presentations) (A Recap of Section 7) 

The biggest challenge on offering panels is finding takers. But there are many networking and professional 
associations that would be interested in hearing what D.A. has to offer. It takes some luck. When a panel 
opportunity is available, please say yes, despite your fear. There are many resources, including A.A.’s Speaking 
at Non-A.A. Meetings pamphlets to provide guidance. Higher Power is sure to be there, too. Just say yes! 

Panels of two to four members are always preferable to making presentations alone. A panel of two or three will 
usually take 30-45 minutes and a panel of four will take an hour. The estimated time will be important to your 
meeting host. Be sure to ask for her or his preferred panel size and presentation length. 

Note that sharing in non-D.A. meetings is not the same as sharing in D.A. meetings. You may need to start with 
brief explanations of both anonymity and service; explain the confidentiality of what you will share and what 
may be shared with you, as well as why you want to help — that your only compensation for sharing and serving 
is your own recovery and freedom from new unsecured debt. 

 

Here are some talking points and other ideas for engagement you may find helpful: 

 Bring readings, including the D.A. signposts and 15 diagnostic questions (from the “Helping 
Professionals” pamphlet). Invite questions and encourage curiosity. In other words, don’t “fill in all the 
blanks.” Leave information to be discovered by your audience through interaction with you. 

 Keep it brief and simple — short 5- to 8-minute member shares of D.A. experience, strength, and hope 
from two to four panelists usually work best. Be lively and inspiring, especially in large groups.  

 Don’t be afraid to show them your scars, your vulnerability, how far down you’ve gone, and how far 
back you’ve come as a result of D.A. Be sure to emphasize not your successes (ego) but the successes of 
the D.A. program, through the Tools and Steps (spirit), in your life. 

 Keep your emphasis on broad spiritual principles, avoiding discussion of religion. If you struggled with 
spiritual concepts in the beginning but don’t now, feel free to mention that and how you progressed to 
spiritual acceptance and surrender. 

 Consider bringing a visual, hands-on presentation of a D.A. Tool or Step. While you will share plenty, do 
not orate, speechify, or pontificate. Keep it engaging, service-oriented. 

 Dress as you would for any professional appointment. Avoid wearing jeans, t-shirts, open-toed shoes, 
and the like. You’re there to carry the message that D.A. works. Don’t be afraid to let your audience 
both see and hear the message. 

 Bring D.A. literature to share and be flexible with your timing. Expect the unexpected. Let Higher Power 
guide your service.  

 

A workshop is a reasonable alternative to the 2 to 4-member panel described in section 7. You will want to be 
flexible and to adapt the workshop to your service opportunities. You are encouraged to share your successes 
and failures with “Let’s Grow D.A.!” via letsgrowda@gmail.com.   

  

mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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Public Information for Professional Events (PIPE) 

In years past, Public Information for Professional Events (PIPE) was a subcommittee of the World Service 
Conference (WSC) Public Information (PI) Committee. Now PIPE is a vital part of our fellowship’s overall 
outreach to helping professionals. The primary focus of PIPE is to find and attend regularly scheduled events, 
relative to individual regions. Many of these annual events are large conferences that move from city-to-city 
from year-to-year. The information provided here will enable our PI committees and trusted servants to 
participate, on behalf of D.A., at professional events around the world, such as health fairs and conventions of 
bankruptcy experts and judges.  

PIPE-related concerns include how to fund and setup booths at these events to carry the D.A. message. 
Participation at these events has been effective in the past, but sending nonlocal PI participants or General 
Service Board (GSB) members has been cost-prohibitive for more than one or two events per year. To decrease 
this expense, PIPE was created to encourage our regional PI committees as satellite PI and media organizers and 
spokespersons. 

The best first step in starting PIPE service in your city or region might be getting to know the conference 
facilities, convention centers, and hotels in your area along with their event schedules. Most large conferences 
and conventions are booked two to three years in advance. Small and midsize conferences are usually booked at 
least a year out. Conference venues and nearby hotels are obviously the first to know. 

Additionally, there are likely countless conferences and conventions to which PIPE-focused members could get 
free invites for a prepackaged presentation on D.A., especially if the events are health and wellness or personal 
improvement related. Also, depending on your group or Intergroup spending plan, that might be a better 
approach than peopling booths, or at least a positive second approach. 

Next, you might begin to look at your regional PI spending plan to ensure there are funds available when PIPE 
opportunities arise. If there are not enough funds to meet your outreach needs, you may need to update your PI 
spending plan and/or host a regional PI fundraiser. 
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How Do We Find PIPE-Relevant Events? 

The list of search terms below has been prepared to simplify and support local, regional, national, and 
international outreach by D.A. PI participants and trusted servants:  

 

Suggested Online Searches 
(in your local language) 

 

 Chamber of commerce events (or calendar) 

 Community service centers (then search for 
events or calendar at individual centers) 

 Convention and visitors’ bureau events (or 
calendar) 

 Convention center events (or calendar) 

 Department of mental health events (or 
calendar) 

 
 

 Department of public services events (or 
calendar) 

 Health and wellness events (or calendar) 

 Legal aid events (or calendar) 

 Services for debtors (then search for events or 
calendars) 

 Small business events (or calendar) 

The online search terms on this page have been productive in finding relevant organizations and professional 
events for D.A. PIPE service. Simply go to your favorite search engine, type in one of the listed search terms, 
followed by the name of your city or the city in which you want to participate in PI activities, and press enter. 
Alternately, you could search by ZIP code, or city and neighborhood, or by telephone area code. The search 
opportunities are nearly unlimited. 

When reviewing search results, look for events that might welcome the D.A. message, such as a presentation, 
workshop, participation in a panel, or fellows in a booth at a large national or international professional 
conference. Although you might have to make many phone calls before you find one that will work for our 
message, there are countless relevant events that would welcome D.A. to participate for free. Many others will 
welcome our participation for a fee. 

If you stumble upon a national organization which appears open to the D.A. message and service, please be sure 
to let the WSC PI Committee know via pi@debtorsanonymous.org.  

mailto:pi@debtorsanonymous.org
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Preparing to Host a PI Booth 

PI booths are excellent opportunities for connecting with the general public, helping professionals, and the 
media in person. PI booths could be held at large professional conferences or conventions (for example, the 
Employee Assistance Professionals Association or EAPA Convention, the National Conference of Bankruptcy 
Judges or NCBJ, or the Mental Health America Conference), smaller health fair or recovery conferences, and/or 
schools and universities. 

The spending plan for a PI booth can vary greatly, depending on the cost, if any, of the Exhibitors Registration 
Fees, the location of the event, and the duration of the event. Funding could be provided by the GSB, a regional 
Intergroup, a local meeting, or a combination of all three. Whoever participates financially should also have a 
voice in the planning, spending, and presentation made at the event. When accepting funds in D.A., we are also 
promising the right of participation. Let us know via letsgrowda@gmail.com if we can help you plan and 
prepare, including drafting your spending plan. 

Ideal qualifications for PI booth lead person: 

 At least 2 years of not incurring new unsecured debt 

 Active member of D.A., attending meetings regularly 

 Has attended WSC Media Training 

 Has a sponsor in D.A. 

 Has worked the Steps in the D.A. program 

 Has a thorough understanding of the 12 Traditions of Debtors Anonymous, including a firm grasp of 
anonymity as discussed in Traditions 11 and 12  

 Has attended one or more Fellowship-wide calls  

Suggestions for scheduling volunteers at PI booths: 

 D.A. members who wish to participate will want to review this handbook in advance. 

 Volunteers should work in groups of at least two, rotating with a new group every 4 hours if possible. 

 Consider pairing newer members with long-time members. 

 Volunteering at the booth alone is not recommended. 

mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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Preparing to Host a PI Booth — continued  

Suggested focus for PI booth participants: 

 D.A. members may provide a general overview of the D.A. program 

 D.A. members may share their experience, strength, and hope with interested parties 

 D.A. pamphlets and D.A. Contact Information Cards can be handed out to all interested parties 

 D.A. members are well-served by reading this Handbook and taking Media Contact Training before 
participation at a PIPE-relevant event 

Suggested checklist of materials needed for hosting a PI booth: 

 D.A. literature 
including both books 
and pamphlets 

 PI outreach brochures  

 D.A. Contact 
Information Cards  

 D.A. Glossary 

 D.A. Tear-off Flyers 

 Local D.A. meeting lists  

 Electronic device for 
opening the D.A. 
website during event 

 Sign-up sheets to 
receive D.A. 
announcements 

 Sign-up sheets to receive 
more information about 
hosting D.A. panels and 
workshops 

 D.A. banner (available for 
use through the GSO or 
buy your own, contact 
letsgrowda@gmail.com 
for help and details)  

 Tablecloth  

 Flowers or other 
decorations 

 Table signs  

 Sign holders  

 Card holders 

 Paper 

 Pens 

 Power strip  

 Extension cord  

 Masking tape  

 Duct tape  

 Push pins  

 

As you host PI booths in your own region, and learn more about this very important PI service, please be sure to 
let “Let’s Grow D.A.!” know via letsgrowda@gmail.com. That way, we can keep this handbook and our 
Fellowship up to date with successful strategies. Thank you! 

mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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PI Booth Response Email for Visitors to Your Event Table 

From:  First name, last initial, and anonymous email address 

To:  Helping professional email address (one at a time, no cc’s or bcc’s) 

Date:  Day, date, and time stamp 

Subject: Public Information Booth Response from Debtors Anonymous 

 
 

Dear Mr. / Ms. / Dr. _______________, (If they sign-off their reply or otherwise introduce themselves to you 
by their first name, you can switch to their first name, otherwise it’s best to stay with titles and surnames.) 

Thank you for your recent inquiry regarding Debtors Anonymous at the ___________________ (PI booth/event) 
on _________ (date). As you know, Debtors Anonymous is a twelve-step program in the tradition of Alcoholics 
Anonymous and is a nonprofit organization. D.A. can serve as a resource to you through our policy of 
cooperation, but not affiliation, with the professional community. 

For people whose use of unsecured debt has caused a variety of problems and has made their lives 
unmanageable, D.A. offers a program that works. In Debtors Anonymous meetings, our members share their 
experience, strength, and hope and we help each other to not incur new unsecured debt one day at a time. 

Some of our members are available to give public information presentations in several cities including in 
______________ (relevant city or region or state), offering panels and workshops to groups of professionals, 
within both organizations and associations, even just small groups of interested independent professionals.  

Our panels usually take 30-60 minutes, depending on what amount of time our hosts make available to us. 
We've also developed a 2- to 3-hour workshop that gives a substantial overview of what we have to offer to 
people who — like us before our recovery began — suffer from chronic and sometimes life-threatening 
problems with money and debt. I can provide much more information if you're interested. 

In the meantime, I've pasted some helpful links from our international website below. I've also attached the 
information we most often share with our professional advocates. We also have a regional D.A. service group 
which can be found at ______________ (your Intergroup’s website). We would welcome the opportunity to 
become a trusted resource for you and your clients. 

Your first name and last initial and phone number 

Our international home page -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/   

Information for Professionals -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/  

FAQ -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/   

An index of D.A. meetings worldwide -- 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting   

http://debtorsanonymous.org/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting
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PI Booth Follow-Up Email for Event Host 

From:  First name, last initial, and anonymous email address 

To:  Helping professional email address (one at a time, no cc’s or bcc’s) 

Date:  Day, date, and time stamp 

Subject: Public Information Booth Follow-up from Debtors Anonymous 

 
 

Dear Mr. / Ms. / Dr. _______________, (If they sign-off their reply or otherwise introduce themselves to you 
by their first name, you can switch to their first name, otherwise it’s best to stay with titles and surnames.) 

Thank you for welcoming Debtors Anonymous to participate at the ___________________ (PI booth/event) on 
_________ (date). We felt our participation was a great success and enjoyed meeting many members of your 
organization. We will be checking our budget for the possibility of participating again next year. In the 
meantime, please do let your members know that we are very interested in working with them individually and 
in regional groups. If there is an email or contact list we could use to reach out to individuals, it would be a huge 
help in our outreach efforts. 

As you know, Debtors Anonymous is a twelve-step program in the tradition of Alcoholics Anonymous and is a 
nonprofit organization. D.A. can serve as a resource to you and other professionals like you through our policy of 
cooperation, but not affiliation, with professional communities. 

For people whose use of unsecured debt has caused a variety of problems and has made their lives 
unmanageable, D.A. offers a program that works. In Debtors Anonymous meetings, the members share their 
experience, strength, and hope and help each other to not incur new unsecured debt one day at a time. 

Thank you again! Please let us know if we can be of service to you or anyone you know. In the meantime, I've 
pasted some helpful links from our international website below. I've also attached the information we most 
often share with our professional advocates. We also have a regional D.A. service group which can be found at 
______________ (your Intergroup’s website). We would welcome the opportunity to become a trusted 
resource for you and your clients. 

Your first name and last initial and phone number 

Our international home page -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/   

Information for Professionals -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/  

FAQ -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/   

An index of D.A. meetings worldwide -- 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting   

  

http://debtorsanonymous.org/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting
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— Section 10 —  

Outreach to  
the Media  
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Media Contact Training 

The GSB PI Committee, with facilitation by the Media Contact Appointed Committee Member (ACM), holds 
regular training sessions for members of D.A. who are willing to be contact persons for media queries and willing 
to speak to the media directly. The training currently consists of one two-hour conference call or one two-hour 
workshop onsite at the World Service Conference. Only WSC PI or GSB PI may administer Media Contact 
Training. Please reach out to pi@debtorsanonymous.org for more information. 

 

In the meantime, we can tell you that all D.A. members are welcome to attend the trainings however members 
should meet the suggested criteria below before acting as a Media Contact: 

 A minimum of one year without having incurred any new unsecured debt 

 Have worked the Twelve Steps of D.A. 

 Have a D.A. sponsor and, ideally, one or more D.A. sponsees. 

 Have a working knowledge and thorough understanding of the D.A. Twelve Traditions. 

 Attend D.A. meetings regularly. 

 Be willing to complete the D.A. media training and to take refresher courses when offered. 

 

Suggested reading list, in advance of taking Media Contact Training: 

 The Twelve Steps, Twelve Traditions, and Twelve Concepts of Debtors Anonymous 

 Debtors Anonymous Manual for Service (now available online at 
https://debtorsanonymous.org/download/2017-d-a-manual-for-service/?wpdmdl=1694)  

 This handbook, particularly this full section on Outreach to the Media (section 10) 

 Twelve Signs of Compulsive Debting, from the section of this handbook covering Outreach to 
Helping Professionals — Part One (section 6) 

 Glossary for New and Potential D.A. Members from Making Your Meeting Newcomer-Friendly 
(section 4) in this handbook 

 The Alcoholics Anonymous pamphlet, Speaking at Non-A.A. Meetings 

 The Alcoholics Anonymous Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, especially the chapter-length 
versions of the Twelve Traditions focusing on Traditions One, Two, Three, Five, Ten, Eleven, and 
Twelve 

 Alcoholics Anonymous (the “Big Book”) for the original references to our approach to compulsion 
and recovery 

mailto:pi@debtorsanonymous.org
https://debtorsanonymous.org/download/2017-d-a-manual-for-service/?wpdmdl=1694
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How Do We Find Traditional Media Contacts? 

The list of search terms below has been prepared to simplify and support local, regional, national, and 
international outreach by D.A. PI participants and trusted servants:  

 

Suggested Online Searches 
(in your local language) 

 

 Broadcast media 

 Community calendars 

 Editors 

 Event calendars 

 Freelance 
journalists  

 Magazines 

 Newsletters 

 Newspapers 

 Print submissions 

 Public service 
announcements 

 Publications 

 Publishers 

 Radio stations 

 Television stations 

 
To each of the terms above, you might add words and phrases like: 

 

 Bankruptcy 

 Debt  

 Debt problems 

 Economic 

 Finance (or 
financial) 

 Health 

 Money 
problems 

 Recovery 

 Self-help 

 Wellness 

 

The online search terms on this page have been productive in finding relevant media organizations and 
professionals for D.A. PI service focused on the media. Simply go to your favorite search engine, type in one of 
the listed search terms, followed by the name of your city or the city in which you want to participate in PI 
activities, and press enter. Alternately, you could search by ZIP code, or city and neighborhood, or by telephone 
area code. The search opportunities are nearly unlimited. 

When reviewing search results, look for media organizations that might welcome the carrying of the D.A. 
message — through prewritten articles, press releases, or interviews — to their audiences. Although you might 
have to make many phone calls before you find a receptive person, don’t give up! There are countless relevant 
media organizations and professionals who would welcome D.A.’s message of recovery. 

The best first step in reaching traditional media contacts is to call them on the phone. We have not provided a 
sample email for this type of outreach, because unsolicited emails have proven to be the least effective 
approach to traditional media organizations. Press releases and other industry-standard communication vehicles 
have much more chance of success. Writing/submitting fully-formed articles has also been successful. 
Occasional contributions to existing recovery, health and well-being, spiritual, and financial blogs would also be 
considered traditional media now. Please be vigilant about protecting your anonymity whenever interacting 
with the media! As always, Media Contact Training is encouraged before any media outreach is attempted.   

If you stumble upon a national media organization which appears open to the D.A. message, please be sure to 
let the WSC PI Committee know via pi@debtorsanonymous.org.  

mailto:pi@debtorsanonymous.org
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Sample Outreach Letter for the Media (Based on D.A.’s 40th Anniversary Press Release) * 

We have not provided a sample email for this type of outreach, because unsolicited emails have 
proven to be the least effective approach to traditional media organizations. 

Date 
 

Professional or Department Name 
Media Organization 
Address 
City, State, ZIP 
 

Dear ________________, 

Most people incur debt at various points in their lives. For some, unsecured debt — debt not secured by some 
form of collateral such as a house or car — becomes an addictive and unmanageable part of their lives. Debtors 
Anonymous (D.A.) offers hope for people whose use of unsecured debt causes problems and suffering in their 
lives and the lives of others. Such debting can cripple and ruin someone’s life. For the compulsive debtor, debt is 
like alcohol for the alcoholic, food for the compulsive eater, and gambling for the compulsive gambler.  

Based upon the 12-Step principles of Alcoholics Anonymous, the D.A. program has helped many thousands find 
a new way of living that offers recovery from compulsive debting and hope for a healthier, happier, more 
prosperous life. In April 1976, a handful of debtors began meeting in New York City. Together, they found a 
solution to the pressures of compulsive debting. Since then, the Fellowship of D.A. has grown to some 500 
registered meetings worldwide.  

On April 15 each year members worldwide celebrate the founding and growth of their Fellowship. Festivities 
range from small group meetings and international phone meetings to large gatherings for hundreds of debtors. 

Please consider interviewing members of our Fellowship or Board of Trustees, especially during tax season. The 
proximity of our anniversary to the stresses of tax time is not lost on us. Other opportunities may include 
standard shopping/spending/debting holidays like Black Friday and the weeks leading up to Christmas. These 
connections may make for interesting, inspiring, and entertaining reports and pieces for your audience.  

For additional information or a list of local meetings, please contact us at: 

Debtors Anonymous   Phone: (781) 453-2743 or Toll Free in the US (800) 421-2383 
P. O. Box 920888   Fax: (781) 453-2745 
Needham, MA 02492-0009  email: pi@debtorsanonymous.org    
Respectfully Yours,    online: www.debtorsanonymous.org 

Your first name and last initial and phone number 

* Except for the call to action beginning with “Please consider…”, this letter is based on the 40th Anniversary press release 
which was GSB-approved in 2016. 

mailto:pi@debtorsanonymous.org
http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/
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Exploring the Internet as a Media Outlet 

The list of search terms below has been prepared to simplify and support local, regional, national, and 
international outreach by D.A. PI participants and trusted servants to websites which might welcome adding a 
link to www.debtorsanonymous.org and/or to your regional Intergroup website on their resource pages:  

 

Suggested Online Searches 
(in your local language) 

 

 Bankruptcy courts and judges 

 Credit counseling agencies 

 Credit unions 

 Crisis (suicide) hotlines 

 Doctors and other healthcare providers 

 Eldercare service centers, services to 
senior citizens and their families 

 Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs) 

 Mental health — psychologists and 
therapists (especially marriage and family 
counselors) 

 Religious organizations  

 Treatment centers and services 

The online search terms on this page have been productive in finding relevant websites for D.A. members 
performing the PI service of getting GSO and/or regional Intergroup web links listed on resource pages. Simply 
go to your favorite search engine, type in one of the listed search terms, followed by the name of your city or 
the city in which you want to participate in PI activities, and press enter. Alternately, you could search by ZIP 
code, or city and neighborhood, or by telephone area code. The search opportunities are nearly unlimited. 

When reviewing search results, look for professionals and organizations that might welcome the carrying of the 
D.A. message — through links on their resource pages — to their audiences. Although you might have to make 
many phone calls or outreach attempts by email before you find a receptive person, don’t give up! There are 
countless relevant professionals and organizations who would welcome a link to D.A.’s message of recovery. 

If you stumble upon a national or international organization which appears open to the D.A. message, please be 
sure to let the WSC PI Committee know via pi@debtorsanonymous.org.  

 

 

http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/
mailto:pi@debtorsanonymous.org
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Sample Outreach Email — Request to Be Listed as a Web Resource 

From:  First name, last initial, and anonymous email address 

To:  Web guardian or other relevant email address (one at a time, no cc’s or bcc’s) 

Date:  Day, date, and time stamp 

Subject: Outreach from Debtors Anonymous 

 

Dear Mr. / Ms. / Dr. _______________, (If they sign-off their reply or otherwise introduce themselves to you 
by their first name, you can switch to their first name, otherwise it’s best to stay with titles and surnames.) 

Have you ever known someone who was having problems with money and debt and might be a compulsive 
debtor? I am reaching out to you today to offer awareness of Debtors Anonymous, which offers hope for people 
whose use of unsecured debt causes problems and suffering in their lives and the lives of others. 

Debtors Anonymous is a twelve-step program in the tradition of Alcoholics Anonymous and is a 
nonprofit organization. D.A. can serve as a resource to you and other professionals like you through our 
policy of cooperation, but not affiliation, with professional communities. 

For people whose use of unsecured debt has caused a variety of problems and has made their lives 
unmanageable, D.A. offers a program that works. In Debtors Anonymous meetings, our members share 
their experience, strength, and hope and we help each other to not incur new unsecured debt one day 
at a time. 

We are now actively looking for opportunities to be listed as a resource on relevant websites, with a link 
to our international website at http://debtorsanonymous.org/. We also have a regional D.A. service 
group which can be found at ______________ (your Intergroup’s website). We would welcome the 
opportunity to become a trusted resource for you and your clients. 

I thought of your website and its visitors as possibly interested in what we have to offer because 
___________________________________________________________________________________________. 
(If you cannot fill this space with details about a meaningful connection between the website you’re 
addressing and its visitors and D.A., you are unlikely to get a “yes” response. What’s in it for them? If in 
doubt, feel encouraged to reach out to letsgrowda@gmail.com for help.)  

Thank you for your consideration. I hope this finds you well! 

Your first name and last initial and phone number 

Our international home page -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/   

Information for Professionals -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/  

FAQ -- http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/   

An index of D.A. meetings worldwide -- 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting  

http://debtorsanonymous.org/
mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
http://debtorsanonymous.org/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-helping-professionals/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/
http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting_started/index.php/find/findameeting
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Submitting Public Service Announcements (PSAs) 

PSA Directors (PSDs) at media outlets receive many PSAs in a typical month and have indicated that they place a 
priority on PSAs that benefit their local community. Most donated media time and space is given by the local 
media. While the government requires the broadcast media to conduct public service, it does not require a 
specific amount, and there are other forms besides PSAs. Since the demand for advertising is high, the media 
cannot donate as much time and space to public service advertising as they might like. That is why grassroots 
submissions of PSAs are critical to our success in getting placed. As D.A. members in specific cities and regions, 
you have a unique opportunity to reach out to the PSA Directors in your community to let them know that our 
PSAs are available and important to their audiences. 

MEDIA TIP: News and Talk radio stations are typically most supportive of PSAs. They may also be 
willing to have someone from your Intergroup or region on the air for an interview, particularly 
if the issue of debt is topical and in the news. 

As a regional D.A. member of committee, you can play a role in raising awareness about D.A. by contacting your 
local Public Service Directors and encouraging them to run our PSAs. (Please visit 
https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da to listen to and access the three available PSAs.) Local media 
directors listen to their residents and grassroots organizations, and they are more likely to run PSAs that address 
issues that matter most to their local communities. Make it known that Debtors Anonymous is essential to your 
own well-being, and potentially to the health of your entire community, and help us get the message on the air.  

You’ll want to begin the process of submitting PSAs by developing a list of desired media contacts. Concentrate 
on the local TV stations that you watch, the radio that you listen to, the newspaper that you read, the people 
who send you a cable bill, etc. These companies make up the media in your community.  

Radio stations: Contact the radio stations that reach your target audience. Radio stations are formatted 
for very specific audiences. The best contacts for this media type usually hold the titles of Public Affairs 
Director, Community Affairs Director, or General Manager. 

Television is made up of broadcast affiliates and independent stations: These stations produce their 
own local news and also sell advertising to local businesses. Many of these stations are affiliates of a 
broadcast network like ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, WB or UPN. Be sure to contact the staff at your local 
affiliate and not at the national television network. Titles for the best contacts are the same as for radio. 
(To see our video/animated PSA visit https://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/debtors-
anonymous-video/?wvideo=q472xuuiar. Contact the GSO for distribution copies.)  

Cable systems: Call the company listed on your cable bill and try to contact all the cable systems in your 
area. Cable stations often have more time available to broadcast PSAs. 

Newspapers: Newspapers are the most difficult medium in which to place PSAs, because they can print 
only the number of pages needed to fit the articles and paid advertisements for that day. Try to 
persuade local papers to use these ads in a meaningful and timely way. In addition, consider reaching 
out to your neighborhood publications, especially if you are living in a large metropolitan area to see if 
there’s an interest in running information about our program. For instance, if there is a local event in 
support of recovery from bankruptcy, or relevant debt-related news, suggest placement of a PSA. 

https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da
https://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/debtors-anonymous-video/?wvideo=q472xuuiar
https://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/debtors-anonymous-video/?wvideo=q472xuuiar
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Submitting Public Service Announcements (PSAs) — continued 

Once you have your list of five or six desired media contacts, we suggest the following steps: 

1. Appeal directly to the PSA Directors 

 Meet with them personally to develop a relationship or build on an existing relationship you 
may have 

 Maintain contact to reinforce the importance of the issue (i.e. sending news articles or info 
as appropriate, checking in at key time periods, or offering to be an information source for 
their next show/interview, while maintaining your anonymity and following D.A.’s media 
training guidelines) 

2. Demonstrate the impact of compulsive debting on the local community 

 Share statistics that have local relevance 

 Talk about events taking place in your area 

 Provide information on the activities of your local groups and/or Intergroup 

3. If applicable, offer your experience, strength, and hope as a resource to the media 

 Be available for interviews, while maintaining your anonymity and following D.A.’s media 
training guidelines 

 Offer local statistics and research 

 Provide information for their news station web page 

4. Point out the benefits of our PSAs to the media outlet 

 The PSA issue complements the station’s programming or news angle 

 It improves the image of the media in the community 

 It provides high quality advertising for otherwise empty space or time 

The first time you contact (by phone, email, or letter) the media in your community, try to set up a meeting. 
You’ll find that PSA Directors are generally people concerned with the community and may make time to see 
you. Most PSA Directors are unfamiliar with D.A. so you will be creating their first impression. Do your best to 
make it a good impression. 

Familiarize yourself with the sound-recording PSAs available at https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da 
and the video PSA at https://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/debtors-anonymous-
video/?wvideo=q472xuuiar. In your initial phone call, introduce yourself and explain that you would like to 
meet to discuss our organization’s role in the community and the value of D.A. to you and to other local 
members. Be prepared to suggest a date and time and several alternatives. 

https://letsgrowda.wixsite.com/lets-grow-da
https://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/debtors-anonymous-video/?wvideo=q472xuuiar
https://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/debtors-anonymous-video/?wvideo=q472xuuiar
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Submitting Public Service Announcements (PSAs) — continued 

Once you locate the right person, contact them with basic information about your outreach efforts: 

 Tell them why you are writing or calling (I want to meet with you, I want you to run these PSAs)  

 Give them two or three vital statistics pertinent to debt and debting in your community  

 Inform them of any recent news stories that focus on debt and debting 

 Briefly explain the goal and strategy of our PSAs and how they will benefit their viewers, listeners, or 
readers (refer to all the resources for debtors on the national website at 
https://debtorsanonymous.org/ and the availability of meetings, both face-to-face and phone)  

 Personalize the issue for the PSA Directors (frame the issue around a local event or the media outlet’s 
programming)  

 Outline next steps (set a meeting date, send the PSA)  

 Provide your contact information  

MEDIA TIP: Best times to call the media about D.A. are during tax season, during the summer 
months and holiday season or any other time when people feel pressured to spend and debt, if 
debt or debting is in the news, and whenever your group or Intergroup is hosting a local event. 

 

As you prepare for your meeting, you’ll want to prepare a media packet to take with you. The packet can 
include: 

 Letter to the PSA Director  

 Local stats and facts on debt and debting 

 DVD and/or a broadcast quality version (beta-SP tape) of the TV spot 

 CD of Radio spot and Radio scripts 

 D.A. literature including both books and pamphlets 

 PI outreach brochures  

 D.A. Contact Information Cards  

 D.A. Glossary 

 D.A. Tear-off Flyers 

 Local D.A. meeting lists  

https://debtorsanonymous.org/
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Submitting Public Service Announcements (PSAs) — continued 

Once you locate the right person, contact them with basic information about your outreach efforts. When you 
meet with the media, you need to know what you are asking them to do and what you are trying to accomplish. 
Do your research — you want to find out what social issues are important to the media outlet you are visiting, 
how they support those issues, and events that they sponsor. This may uncover an opportunity for you to create 
a D.A. presence at an event planned by others or to respond to an incident in your community. 

Some sample questions for your meeting:  

 Does your station/newspaper/magazine have a specific policy regarding public service announcements? 

 Are you focusing on any specific public service or community initiatives? 

 Do you know of any opportunities to create a D.A. presence at upcoming events?  

 How can we be a resource to your station?  

 Do you know if any of your sponsors also care about issues surrounding debt and debting? 

 

Be prepared — here are some possible responses to your outreach to the media: 

We produce our own station campaigns. Your response might be: “Is there any way we can contribute 
to what you’re already doing? We can support and enhance your public service initiatives by providing 
up-to-date information on recovery from debting as well as local resources (i.e., 1-800-number, 
websites, etc.) for debtors who need help. We can be a resource for you.”  

We have a policy against supporting any PSAs. Your response might be: Try to find out why. This policy 
may be based on a misconception. Mention that our program is based on the same processes and 
principles used successfully by A.A. for the past 80+ years. Although D.A. is relatively unknown to the 
public, A.A. has gained recognition as a household name.  

This is not an important issue to our community. Your response might be: Discuss the issue on a local 
level. Share statistics and results that you have seen in the community recently. Has debt or debting 
been in the news lately? In preparation for your meeting, do some online research on the topic of 
“consumer debt statistics.” One of the pieces of data you’ll find is that U.S. consumer debt is expected 
to hit $4 trillion for the first time by the end of 2018. That is up $900 billion in the five years since 2013. 
Once you’ve reviewed the current federal statistics you can search for local an state debt statistics and 
review some of the articles you see in your online search. 

 

After your meeting or phone call, be sure to follow up: 

 Send a thank you note to your contact  

 Provide any follow up materials that you promised 
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Submitting Public Service Announcements (PSAs) — continued 

When making media contacts, here are a few things to keep in mind: 

 Understand the media mindset. For the most part the media are not interested in debting per se; they 
may be interested in how it relates to their audience. Local media use PSAs and other forms of 
community outreach to increase their audience, the lifeblood of any media property.  

 Make an appointment and promise to keep your meeting with the media representative brief — 15 to 
20 minutes maximum.  

 Be prepared. There's no substitute for having all the facts and information you can compile about 
debting, including research data, news articles, opinion surveys, or anything else to help you 
communicate the importance of debting and D.A. recovery. Prepare brief “talking points” for your 
discussions. Also learn as much as you can about the media organization such as program format of 
radio, coverage area, the kinds of stories they air or print.  

 Share the PSAs in-person.  For TV, it is best to be able to show our PSA to the Public Service Director. 
Either have it loaded on your laptop, or if you are in the PSD’s office, you can direct them to 
https://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/debtors-anonymous-video/?wvideo=q472xuuiar.  

For radio, you’ll want to request the downloads via letsgrowda@gmail.com and share them with the 
PSD. Since some radio stations may not use recorded PSAs, provide live announcer scripts. Many radio 
stations like to use these because they can include  their station name when broadcasting the PSA. If the 
station serves minority populations, ensure that there are radio versions which reflect the cultural 
nuances of the audience. 

 Describe the call to action and make sure the mechanics work. Let the media know what the public will 
experience when they respond. If it is a website or some other type of material that will be made 
available to the public, share that with your media contact. Be sure to test the toll-free phone number if 
one is used at different times of day; do the same for the fulfillment operation used to send materials 
out in response to media exposure. If a website is used in the PSA, make sure it is completely functional 
and user-friendly. The media — TV stations in particular — are most likely to test these things before 
they air your PSAs to make sure the call to action works. 

 Share success stories. Facts alone can be impersonal. Media people love to know they are making a 
difference in their communities. Accordingly, as you make progress, share any success stories from your 
PSA submissions in terms of the impact they have made on your local community. 

 Build a relationship. - Don't forget, successful media relations are based on relationships. If the media 
cannot offer PSA support, perhaps they can help in other ways through news stories, on-air mentions, 
editorials, or remote broadcasts. They can help you frame strategies for getting our message out to the 
community.  

 Remember to say "Thank You."  Send a note to the PSD who met with you and, if your PSAs are used, 
send a thank you letter to the General Manager of the media outlet with a copy to the PSD. If they give 
you a lot of media support, think about a special offering of appreciation.  

 

https://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-started/debtors-anonymous-video/?wvideo=q472xuuiar
mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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Submitting Public Service Announcements (PSAs) — continued 

When making media contacts, here are a few things to avoid. Please don’t: 

 Be a nuisance. Don’t keep calling the media to ask when your PSA will appear on air or in print. Since 
PSAs are placed on a "time/space available" basis, over which there is no control, the media person can't 
give you any guarantees about usage. Many media people regard these calls as a nuisance, and it could 
turn them away from using your messages. 

 Try to force meetings with media contacts. They are very busy and if they can't see you personally, 
handle your contact in writing and try one or two follow-up phone calls to set up a personal meeting. 

 Expect the media to do your work for you. Prepare your materials ready to use. Do as much 
preparation work for your media contacts as possible and you increase your chances of getting oour 
recovery message on the air or in print. 

 Take the media for granted. They do not have to use your PSAs; it is our PI role to encourage the use of 
our PSAs through respectful and grateful outreach techniques. 

 

 

A Suggested Advertisement for Local Papers 

In addition to submitting PSAs, you might also consider placing an advertisement in a local, state, or regional 
newspaper. The following advertisement is suitable for newspapers, community events calendars, and other 
free ad space, either in print or online: 

 

NOTE: Additional information is optional, according to group conscience and/or space considerations. 
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— Section 11 — 
Hospitals, Institutions, and 

Prisons (HIP)  

 
NOTE: Because the PI and HIP subcommittees that developed this PI handbook and the HIP Starter Kit were 
generously sharing information with one another, there is some overlap between the two. However, there is 
enough difference in our approaches to support including the entire HIP Starter Kit here. If HIP is your specific 
interest, please download the complete HIP Starter Kit at https://debtorsanonymous.org/download/hip-
starter-kit/?wpdmdl=1860.  

https://debtorsanonymous.org/download/hip-starter-kit/?wpdmdl=1860
https://debtorsanonymous.org/download/hip-starter-kit/?wpdmdl=1860
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Cover Letter from the HIP Starter Kit (kit was revised in March 2018) 

https://debtorsanonymous.org/download/hip-starter-kit/?wpdmdl=1860  
 

Dear Fellow Debtors Anonymous (D.A.) Member:  

Thank you for your interest in carrying the lifesaving message of D.A. into areas of your community 

where it is most needed. Many members like you have added great joy and depth to their own 
program by working with debtors who do not have the opportunity to attend regular meetings because 

they are confined within hospital, institution, and prison systems. 

The D.A. World Service Conference (WSC) Committee for Hospitals, Institutions, and Prisons (HIP) 

operates in service to our fellowship as a whole according to our guiding spiritual principle: that in or 
out of an institution, every debtor is a person of worth and dignity, deserving of recovery should he or 

she desire it. In these pages you will find simple tools and suggestions from those who have experience 
in HIP service. 

In this kit you will find the following: 

 Why HIP Service for today’s recovering debtor?  

 HIP Service — Past, present, and a vision for our future  

 Who does HIP work with and how do we reach them?  

 How to reach out to hospital, institution, and prison systems  

 How to carry the message in hospital, institutional, and prison settings  

 What else can I do? — How to “Adopt a Loner” in D.A.  

 Other available resources and contacts for HIP Service  

We hope you are inspired to action and are able to realize for yourself how fulfilling HIP service can be. 

Please share your HIP experiences, questions, and thoughts with us so we can grow D.A. together: 
hip@debtorsanonymous.org.   

Sincerely, 

The D.A. World Service Conference HIP Committee 

 

 

https://debtorsanonymous.org/download/hip-starter-kit/?wpdmdl=1860
mailto:hip@debtorsanonymous.org
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Why HIP Service for Today’s Recovering Debtor? 

 
 

We Draw from the Experience of 
Members 

It is not uncommon for compulsive debtors to 

find themselves in medical and/or legal 

situations which cause them to require 

institutional help. Chronic or unexpected 

illness—whether it be addiction, physical, or 

mental illness—has saddled many with crippling 
debt. Compulsive debting has led some to face 

criminal problems. A large number of us, but for 

the grace of God, have narrowly escaped being 
caught, convicted, sentenced to prison, or 

placed in a mental health facility, although our 

actions may have warranted it. Many others 
have not been so fortunate.  

Holding D.A. meetings, sharing information, and 

sponsoring other debtors—where they are—is 

one of the most important and satisfying ways 
of keeping ourselves free from new unsecured 

debt. In order to best serve the specific 

population of debtors who may only be 

reachable within institutional systems, we draw 

from members who have done HIP service 

before us and cooperate with other D.A. World 

Service Conference (WSC) Committees and 

Caucuses like the Public Information (PI) 

Committee; Diversity, Intergroup, and 

International Caucuses. 

Traditionally, HIP service has been focused on 

the debtor confined to a locked facility, but in 

2015 the WSC HIP Committee amended its 

mission to reflect the wider purpose of reaching 

debtors before, during, and after institutional 

confinement. Our new WSC HIP mission 

statement reads:  

“The Hospitals, Institutions, and 
Prisons (HIP) Committee carries the 

message of D.A. to the debtor who 

still suffers within hospital, 
institution, and prison systems.”  

Opportunities for HIP 

service include reaching 
out to professionals and 

administrative staff, 

forming local committees, 

organizing volunteers 

from regional D.A. groups 

to speak on panels, holding meetings, and 

conducting workshops for debtors in 

institutional systems. The WSC HIP Committee 

works together to develop these opportunities 

and to document and share best practices with 

the D.A. Fellowship 
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HIP Service — Past, Present, and a Vision for Our Future 

 
 

D.A. members and trusted servants interested in 

HIP service have carried the message by 

organizing regional groups in the USA for 

example, workshops, presentations, and/or 

panels in Los Angeles (L.A. Sheriff’s Department; 

Men’s Central Jail and detention centers; social 

services and mental health agencies), Seattle 

(Public Defenders Office; work release programs 
for inmates exiting the prison system; homeless 

shelters), Chicago (social services agencies), and 

beyond.  

The work 

of the 

WSC HIP 

Committee in recent years has included 

developing a protocol for outreach and follow 

up, conducting HIP training calls for the D.A. 

fellowship, organizing meetings in halfway 

houses, and distributing program literature such 
as A Currency of Hope to several inmate libraries 

in the United States. 

However, the need for D.A. recovery in 

hospital, institution, and prison systems still 

far outweighs the number of programs in 

place. By increasing the awareness of HIP 

within the fellowship and encouraging 

members to organize at the regional level, 

especially in underserved areas, the WSC HIP 

Committee looks forward to fostering wide-
scale growth of HIP service in D.A.  

It is our vision that the message of D.A. be 

readily accessible to debtors in hospitals, 
public institutions, correctional facilities, and 

youth offenders’ institutions all over the 

world. We look 
forward to D.A. 

recovery 

becoming as 

widely known 

and practiced as 

other 

Fellowships 

within these 

systems. To that end, the WSC HIP Committee 

would like to assist every Intergroup in 

creating their own HIP Committees and HIP 

Chairperson positions. 
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Who Does HIP Work With? 

 

The D.A. Fellowship — In order to reach debtors 
in HIP systems, we educate, empower, and 
support D.A. members around performing HIP 
service. Service work in HIP is a specialized type 
of Public Information (PI) work. The difference 
between HIP service and general PI work is that 
HIP carries the message of D.A. into systems that 
often require special access. Hospital, institution, 
and prison environments have additional 
considerations that most often require special 
clearances or permissions. Who, then, are we 
looking for to gain that entry? To answer this 
question, the WSC HIP Committee focuses on 
three recipients of service: 

Helping Professionals — We encourage D.A. 
members to reach out to professionals who work 
within HIP systems, providing information, and 
inviting them to collaborate with us in making 
D.A. available to their clients. Often we have 
found that the helping professionals themselves 
take interest and benefit from the message of 
D.A. Potential advocates for D.A. within HIP 
systems include: 

Healthcare workers Program directors 
Doctors 
Case managers  

Healthcare centers 
Administrators 

Program staff Bankruptcy judges 
Counselors Parole officers 
Social workers Criminal attorneys 
Chaplains and 

ministers 
Medical billing 

advocates 
Student Financial Aid 

offices 
U.S. Federal and 

state public 
defenders 

                                                      
Debtors — Ultimately, we seek face-to-face 

interaction with the still-suffering debtor in 

hospital, institution, and prison systems. Below 

are some of the places that fall under the 

service oversight of D.A.’s HIP Committee; these 

lists are meant as neither comprehensive nor 

limiting. 

Hospital systems include: treatment 
centers, long-term care hospitals, in-patient 

mental health facilities, assisted living 

facilities, Veteran’s Administration 
healthcare centers, and advocacy programs. 

 

 

 

Institution 

systems include: homeless shelters, 

bankruptcy courts, legal aid societies, 

financial aid offices, housing authorities, 

welfare offices, women’s shelters, and 

recovery houses. In the UK, Job Centres, 
Citizen’s Advice Beareax, and Law Centres. 

Prison systems include: correctional facilities, 

detention centers, criminal courts, halfway 
houses, work-release, and transitional 

programs. 
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How Does HIP Find Helping Professionals to Work With? 

 

The list of search terms below have been 

prepared to simplify and support local, 

regional, national, and international outreach 

by D.A. HIP participants and trusted servants: 

 

Suggested Online Searches 
(in your local language) 

Bankruptcy 
attorneys 

Hospital systems 

Bankruptcy courts Prisons, federal 
Bankruptcy judges Prisons, state 
Criminal attorneys Substance abuse 

and mental health 
services 

 

In the USA for example, these terms have 

been productive in finding relevant 

organizations and professionals for D.A. HIP 

Service. Simply go to your favorite search 

engine, type in one of the listed search terms, 

followed by the name of your city or the city 

in which you want to participate in HIP 

activities, and press enter. Alternately, you 

may search by zip code, or city and 

neighborhood, or by telephone area code. The 

search opportunities are nearly unlimited.  

 

When reviewing search results, look for 

organizations which might welcome the 

carrying of the D.A. message—as a speaker 

presentation, via workshops or panels, or 

cooperative work with professionals—to their 

constituents. Although you may have to make 

many phone calls before you find a receptive 
person, share your frustrations with your 

fellows but don’t give up.. There are countless 

relevant organizations and professionals who 
would welcome D.A.’s assistance in breaking 

their charges’ or clients’ compulsion to debt.  

 

If you stumble upon a national organization 

which appears open to the D.A. message and 

service, please be sure to let us know via 

hip@debtorsanonymous.org.  

mailto:hip@debtorsanonymous.org
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How to Reach Out to HIP Systems 

 
 

Experience has shown that the best way to 

reach a still suffering debtor in a hospital, 

institution, or prison is through an existing 

contact. A background check may be required 

for some facilities. If you do not have a person 

or people already in mind to reach out to, you 

can become familiar with the institutions in 

your area by using the online search resources 
provided on the previous page of this starter 

kit.  

Because hospitals, institutions, and prisons do 
not allow unauthorized visitors to enter 

facilities, the first step is to establish contact 

with administrators. Begin by identifying the 
person in charge of facility programs and 

activities. You can use the sample telephone 

presentations— “Getting Past the Gatekeeper” 

and “Getting 10 Minutes with the 

Professional”—on the next page.  

Do not be discouraged if it takes one or many 

follow up calls to reach the right person. Once 

a HIP-related professional has expressed some 

interest, you can send or drop off some D.A. 

literature.  

Free downloadable resources are available at: 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-

started/free-literature/.   

If you are sending an email, you may choose to 

link to the D.A. website directly. The page for 

helping professionals may be particularly useful: 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/about-da/for-

helping-professionals/.   

If possible, you can arrange an informational 

presentation to the facility’s staff for the purpose 

of explaining what D.A. is and is not. Suggestions 
for leading a presentation, meeting, and/or panel 

are available on later pages in this kit. 
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How to Reach Out to HIP Systems — continued 

 
 

Below you will find a simple approach to get you 

started on phone calls to HIP-related 

professionals. Use these details as guidelines and 

adapt them to your own style as you gain 

experience. Be sure to share your successes and 

failures with the WSC HIP Committee via 

hip@debtorsanonymous.org, so we can keep our 

documentation and other interested D.A. 
members updated. 

GETTING PAST THE GATEKEEPER: 

Hi, my name is ___________. I volunteer with 

Debtors Anonymous, calling to provide free 
information to professionals at Hospitals, 

Institutions, and / or Prisons (depends on which 

one) who may encounter patients / clients / 

prisoners (pick one) with a compulsive debting 

problem. I would like to provide some free 

literature. Can you transfer me to the correct 

person to speak with about this? 

GETTING 10 MINUTES WITH THE PROFESSIONAL: 

Hi, my name is ___________. I volunteer with 

Debtors Anonymous, calling to provide free 

literature and information to professionals at 

Hospitals, Institutions, and / or Prisons 

(depends on which one) who may encounter 

patients / clients / prisoners (pick one) with a 

compulsive debting problem. If those patients / 
clients / prisoners want to improve their life by 

not incurring new unsecured debt, we want 

you to feel confident in referring them to D.A. 

IF YES — Do you have any immediate questions 

about Debtors Anonymous? Or about what I’ve 

described so far? (For best results, let the 
helping professional’s questions lead the call.) 

IF NO, AND THEY’RE LOCAL — Is there a 

convenient time I can stop by to drop off some 

literature and have a 10-minute chat to answer 

any questions you may have? 

IF NO, AND THEY’RE LONG DISTANCE — Is 

there a convenient time I can call back to have 

a 10-minute chat to answer any questions you 

may have? If yes, when? If not, may I send you 

some literature by mail or email? 

 

mailto:hip@debtorsanonymous.org
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How to Reach Out to HIP Systems — continued 

 
 

 

 

So you’ve made it past the gatekeeper and 

gotten some interest from a hospital, institution, 

or prison. Now’s the time to drop off, mail, or 

email D.A. literature. The D.A. website has many 

pieces of literature you can download for free 
here:  http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-

started/free-literature/.   

GETTING READY FOR YOUR CALL OR MEETING: 

To prepare yourself, we recommend you read 

through the PI Starter Kit and / or the PI 

Handbook, both available here:  

http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-
services/public-information/.   

The most current outreach information can 

be found at the link above. Check back often.  

It is suggested that you practice your planned 

outreach approach with someone else, dress 

professionally, have your materials with or in 

front of you (don’t try to wing it), pray and 

meditate, and smile. Most importantly, trust 

that your Higher Power is guiding you. 

MAIN TALKING POINTS FOR YOUR 10-MINUTE 

CALL OR MEETING: 

Talk briefly about your own story, and what 

D.A. can do to help. You’ll want to be able 

to answer questions like those found here: 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/getting-

started/faq-frequently-asked-questions/.   

Offer to give a presentation to any division 
of their staff or to the entire organization. A 

typical presentation takes 60-90 minutes 

and includes a panel of 2-4 D.A. members. 
Guest members introduce the fellowship 

and talk about what the Twelve Steps of 

D.A. have done for them. They explain what 
D.A. meetings are like, share from their own 

personal recovery stories, and answer 

questions.  

If appropriate, mention the options for 

future work with the organization such as 

conducting quarterly workshops or regular 

D.A. meetings in their facility (suggest 

monthly to start). If there is interest, ask 

about clearances and what information 

would be required of each guest in order to 
enter.  

Thank them for their time and agree to 

follow up with them in the near future. 
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How to Carry the Message in HIP Settings 

 

The following suggestions are based on the 

experience, strength, and hope of HIP service 

members who have gone before you. You will 

grow more confident as you go.  

Note that sharing in non-D.A. meetings is not 

the same as sharing in D.A. meetings. You may 

need to start with brief explanations of both 
anonymity and service; explain the 

confidentiality of what you will share and what 

may be shared with you, as well as why you 
want to help—that your only compensation for 

sharing and serving is your own recovery and 

freedom from new unsecured debt.  

Here are some talking points and other ideas for 

engagement you may find helpful: 

 Bring readings, including the D.A. signposts 
and 15 diagnostic questions. Invite 

questions and promote curiosity. In other 

words, don’t “fill in all the blanks.” Leave 

information to be discovered by your 

audience through interaction with you. 

 Keep it brief and simple—each member 

shares of D.A. experience, strength, and 

hope from two to four panelists usually 

work best. We have found this works, 

especially in large groups. 

 Don’t be afraid to show them your scars, 

your vulnerability, how far down you’ve 

gone, and how far back you’ve come. Be 

sure to emphasize not your successes (ego) 

but the successes of the D.A. program, 

through the Tools and Steps (spirit), in your 

life.  

 Keep your emphasis on broad spiritual 

principles, avoiding discussion of religion. If 

you struggled with spiritual concepts in the 
beginning but don’t now, feel free to 

mention that and how you progressed to 

spiritual acceptance and surrender.  

 While you will share plenty, do not orate, 

speechify, or pontificate. Keep it engaging, 

service-oriented.  

 Dress as you would for any professional 

appointment. You’re there to carry the 

message that D.A. works. Don’t be afraid to 

let your audience both see and hear the 
message. 

 Bring D.A. literature to share and be flexible 

with your timing. Expect the unexpected. 

Let Higher Power be in charge of your 

service. 

 Follow up with a thank you note, phone call 

or e-mail. 
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How to Carry the Message in HIP Settings — continued 

 
 

The following workshop agenda can be used in 
any organization that fits the HIP Service focus. 
This workshop is a reasonable alternative to the 
4- member panel described in the HIP outreach 
guidelines on previous pages. You will want to be 
flexible and to adapt the workshop to your service 
opportunities. You are encouraged to share your 
successes and failures with the WSC HIP 
Committee via hip@debtorsanonymous.org.  

 

Introduction: 15 minutes 

 Ask an audience member to read: What Is 
Compulsive Debting?  

 D.A. Members introduce themselves.  
 Ask an audience member to read: Signs of 

Compulsive Debting.. 
 

D.A. Guests share 10-15 min each: 50 – 60 
minutes 

Experience, strength, and hope about D.A. recovery. 
Please note: minimize mention of outside programs / 
issues / D.A. sub-identifications; no profanity or off-
color remarks or topics. 

D.A. Tool or Pamphlet Presentation: 25 – 30 
minutes 

 Ask an audience member to read: 12 Tools of 
D.A.  

 Organizers give interactive presentation of D.A. 
tool or pamphlet, that is with participation. 

 

Bathroom Break: 15 minutes 

Organizers give instructions on moving furniture; 
tables moved to group configuration for second half 
of class; everyone takes a much-deserved break. 
 

Small Group Breakout and Audience Shares: 30 
– 40 minutes 

Return from break to small groups; D.A. members 
lead sharing and Q&A at small group tables; D.A. 
organizers can lead tables if there aren’t enough D.A. 
guests; D.A member leaders will be assigned topics 
and provided with necessary materials. 
 

Closing: 20 minutes 

 Member leaders wrap-up discussion; tables and 
chairs are replaced in the original configuration. 

 Ask an audience member to read: Promises of 
Debtors Anonymous.  

 Thanks to all — organizers, members and most 
of all the audience.  

 Announce that members will be at the door for 
questions regarding D.A. Meetings for audience 
members or friends.  

 Distribute literature on topic and newcomer 
packets. 

D.A. Hosts and Guests Debrief Outside 

How did it go? What went well? What needs 
improvement? 

mailto:hip@debtorsanonymous.org
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What Else Can I Do? — How to “Adopt a Loner” in D.A. 

 
 

If you are excited by HIP service in D.A. but want to start slow, consider the “Adopt A Loner” program 

offered by the General Service Office (GSO). Send in the following form, including a note that you have 

special interest in helping a newcomer in a hospital, institution, or prison: 
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Other Available Resources and Contacts for HIP Service 

 
 

Although a separate Committee within D.A.’s 

World Service Conference structure, HIP should 

always seek to cooperate with the WSC Public 

Information (PI) Committee. There is more than 

occasional overlap in coverage, and sharing of 

information between the two Committees is 

helpful and much appreciated.  

WSC PI has several resources that are useful to 
HIP service members including:  

The PI Starter Kit, which can be downloaded here 

— http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-
services/resources-for-groups/   

The Public Information Handbook, which can be 

downloaded here — 
http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-

services/public-information/    

Keep checking back, too. There are new PI 

materials currently in the approval process with 

the D.A. General Service Board (GSB). When 

ready, those materials will also be available at 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/fellowship-
services/public-information/     

  

There is always a multitude of information 

available on the D.A. website. Visit often to 

keep up on all the latest news and 

opportunities for D.A. members to be of 

service! The best way to stay in the loop is to 

sign up for eNews by using the “Subscribe to 

eNews” button at the top of every page of 

http://debtorsanonymous.org/.  

In the meantime, reach out to the WSC HIP 

Committee hip@debtorsanonymous.org and 

WSC PI Committee pi@debtorsanonymous.org 

anytime with questions and feedback on 

outreach efforts in your region. 

 

Thank you for your service. 

 

Let's bring D.A. to 

the debtors who 

can't come to us! 

 

  

mailto:hip@debtorsanonymous.org
mailto:pi@debtorsanonymous.org
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— Section 12 —  

Funding Your Group’s and 
Intergroup’s PI Needs 

 
 

  

7th Tradition for D.A. 
Public Information 
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The Importance of Public Information for Groups and Intergroups  

During the 2015-2016 service year, the Intergroup Caucus, with the help and support of the GSB, surveyed 
members about Intergroup actions, patterns, and best practices. The results of that survey may be available 
online sometime in the future, but it is not available at this writing. There are answers to two questions we want 
to highlight for you now. Here’s the first one: 

Our primary purpose — as groups, Intergroups, and individual members —  is to carry the message of 
D.A. to still suffering debtors, which would suggest ongoing growth of our D.A. fellowship, yet D.A. 
has remained at approximately 5,000 members worldwide for several years. What do you think is the 
main reason or reasons that D.A. has not grown much larger in the past 40 years? 

 

The results above would suggest that 67 of the 107 members who answered this question (or 63%) believe that 
our biggest obstacles to growth are internal, while 40 members (or 37%) believe the problem is a lack of PI and 
outreach. It may be true that we have many internal problems, which can be solved by our groups and 
members. As for PI and outreach, this is where our Intergroups have the opportunity to lead and succeed. See 
the next page for the PI and outreach methods and / or audiences most often recommended by our surveyed 
members. 
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The Importance of Public Information for Groups and Intergroups — continued:  

Here’s the second survey question we want to share with you: 

Many of us would like to see D.A. stop being "the best kept secret." What specific suggestions do you 
have for increasing the awareness of D.A. with compulsive debtors who may need our program but 
have never heard of us? 

 

What we found most interesting about these suggestions for increasing awareness of D.A. in the world is that 
they are almost perfectly aligned with the statement of purpose of our WSC Public Information committee. This 
also says to us that we — our D.A. members, groups, and Intergroups — know exactly what we need to do to 
perform Public Information in our communities. The question that comes to mind is: “Why don’t we do it then?”  

Yet the answer is irrelevant. If we are to maintain the freedom we have found from compulsive debting, we 
must carry this message, we must have an ongoing flow of newcomers into our meetings, and we must hold 
onto our mid- and long-timers. Please join us in claiming our 12th Step and 5th Tradition. Let’s grow D.A.! 
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Sample PI Spending Plan for an Active D.A. Group  

We suggest that D.A. members be careful about funding PI materials out of their own pockets. Instead, we 
suggest asking your groups to fund materials and shipping. If they are not willing or able, we suggest contacting 
your Intergroup for financial support for PI. If neither of these sources are willing to help, please do not hesitate 
to contact “Let’s Grow D.A.!” for help at letsgrowda@gmail.com. We accept voluntary donations from D.A. 
members and groups and maintain a small treasury. We use those funds to ship materials when requested or 
when we’re funded for major projects. 

Back to your group, funding PI is new, and there will be much resistance. That doesn’t mean you should stop. 
Develop a group PI vision and then provide the material and financial resources needed. In this way, your D.A. 
group will have an opportunity to grow and flourish. Many of the D.A. members in your group are simply waiting 
for guidance on PI activities. We know PI needs to be done, and we know that it is us who must do it. But, like 
our personal visions, we must first fund our PI vision. The spending plan below was developed by a group who 
wants to grow. Living in a mid-size city, and wanting to double their membership over 2-3 years, they have 
approximately 15 members now. If your group is larger or receives especially generous donations from 
members, you can adjust the numbers below accordingly. 

 $30 for D.A. Contact Information Cards — For 200 cards purchased and shipped from GSO. Additional 
cards would require additional funding. 

 $50 for an annual contribution to the Intergroup’s regional PI committee.  

 $40 for one-time PI educational workshop for your group — no admission, yes 7th Tradition — Spending 
would be on handouts for workshop participants. Depending on how well the PI message got across, this 
event might break even or even raise money, but prudence in this instance says to expect the worst-
case scenario and be grateful if something better happens. 

 $120 for various outwardly focused items: external mailings and brochures to helping professionals and 
the media, reaching outside of your current regional D.A. membership — average $30 per quarter spent 
on postage, supplies, and pamphlets from GSO — Cost per each mailed piece would be $4 to $5, so 
we’re talking about an average of five or six mailed pieces per quarter, 20-25 per year. 

 $60 for contingencies (opportunities you are not yet aware of), occasional prints of the PI tear-off flyers 
would come from this line item 

TOTAL REQUESTED for year = $300 or $25 per month 

Let’s compare this to the amount of money we spend on sending representatives to the annual World Service 
Conference ($1,500 to $2,000 each), on special events and other group activities, and ask ourselves:  

“Is this really too much money to spend to carry the D.A. message to the 
still-suffering debtors in the neighborhoods nearest our group?” 

PI-specific fundraising may be necessary for the first few years of support to your group’s PI vision. The question 
remains:    “Who is responsible for raising these funds?” 

mailto:letsgrowda@gmail.com
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Sample Spending Plan for an Active Regional PI Committee  

As mentioned on the previous page, funding PI is new, and there will be much resistance. We encourage your 
Intergroup to push through the resistance and get to the other side. Develop a regional PI committee and give 
them the material and financial resources they need, and your D.A. community will grow and flourish. Many of 
the D.A. members in your region are simply waiting for guidance on PI activities. Many still-suffering debtors are 
simply waiting to hear that we exist.  

We know PI needs to be done, and we know that it is us who must do it. But, like our personal visions, we must 
first fund our PI vision. The spending plan below was developed by a regional PI committee about a year after 
they started. A mid-size city, and a multi-state region, they have approximately 20 meetings and 200 members. 

 $240 for D.A. Contact Information Cards — Average $20 (for 200 cards) per month when purchased 
from GSO or average $80 (for 1,500 cards) every four months when ordering from Vistaprint. The 
second method gives you almost twice the cards and with your own web address and emails on them. 

 $300 for a “Winner’s Party” (name is optional, this is a celebratory gathering of members from regional 
D.A. members’ other fellowships to introduce them to D.A. in a fun and informative setting) — Funds 
would cover space rental, decorations, and main entrée; other elements would need to be donated by 
members, including bringing potluck dishes to share.  

 $120 for one-time PI educational event within a region — no admission, yes 7th Tradition — Depending 
on how well the PI message got across, this event might break even or even raise money, but prudence 
in this instance says to expect the worst-case scenario and be grateful if something better happens. 

 $600 for various outwardly focused items: external mailings and brochures to helping professionals and 
the media, reaching outside of your current regional D.A. membership — average $50 per month spent 
on postage, supplies, and outreach brochures from GSO — Cost per each mailed piece would be $4 to 
$5, so we’re talking about an average of eight or ten mailed pieces per month, 100-120 per year. 

 $240 for contingencies (opportunities you are not yet aware of), occasional prints of the PI tear-off flyers 
would come from this line item 

TOTAL REQUESTED for year = $1,500 or $125 per month 

Let’s compare this to the amount of money we spend on sending representatives to the annual World Service 
Conference ($1,500 to $2,000 each), on special events and other regional activities, and ask ourselves:  

“Is this really too much money to spend to carry the D.A. 
message to the still-suffering debtors throughout our region?” 

PI-specific fundraising may be necessary for the first few years of support to your regional PI Committee and PI 
Coordinators. The question remains:  

“Who is responsible for raising these funds?” 
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Sample Annual Action Plan for a Regional PI Committee 

SUGGESTIONS ONLY: Below you’ll find a sample annual action plan for a regional PI committee, based on this 
handbook. The best plan will be made up of the individual commitments of the PI Chair, PI Representatives, and 
PI volunteers. Alternatively, you could start with a plan like the one that follows and divide it up between 
committee members and volunteers, based on interest levels and time availability. Some actions will want to be 
taken by all PI committee members. 

Groups can also create a PI action plan using this handbook and the details below. Whether a group or 
Intergroup, if you develop a PI action plan with this much detail, you will want to adjust your spending plan 
accordingly: 

Outreach Preparation for All Interested D.A. Members 

 Send monthly / bi-monthly eBlasts to your Intergroup and / or PI member email list 

 Support and attend the monthly PI phone workshops hosted by “Let’s Grow D.A.!” 

 Host a PI educational event for D.A. members throughout your region 

Outreach Resources for Regional PI Committees 

 Attract and keep a qualified, excited, passionate PI leader who will want to hold the committee 
chair position for 2-4 years 

 Update monthly meeting agendas to be more and more effective as the committee grows and 
evolves, ideally addressing all four outreach audiences included in the WSC PI purpose 
statement — general public, helping professionals, media, and the fellowship at large  

 Host a “Winner’s Party” (name is optional) for friends and fellows in other 12-Step programs 

Outreach Resources for PI Representatives  

 Develop a PI committee of at least 8 active members (4 PIRs elected by their groups and 4 
independent volunteers) plus at least 4 D.A. members doing PI service but not attending 
committee meetings 

 Attract PI committee members and volunteers who are emotionally and spiritually engaged in PI 
service 

Making Your Meeting Newcomer-Friendly 

 Choose one or more of the listed suggestions and try them in your regional groups 

Outreach to the General Public  

 Distribute 2,400 contact information cards within your region 

 Distribute 600 full-color tear-off flyers within your region 
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Sample Annual Action Plan for a Regional PI Committee — continued 

Outreach to Helping Professionals 

 Make 300 one-to-one contacts with helping professionals 

 Give 6 in-house panels to groups of helping professionals 

 Give 2 in-house workshops to helping professionals 

 Participate in 2 annual professional events (PIPE), more in future years 

Outreach to the Media 

 Get your regional website listed as a resource on 60 websites in your region (the types of 
websites that will be most welcoming to us as a resource is unknown at this time) 

 Ensure you have at least 3 D.A. members in your region current with media training 

 Work with various outlets to develop 6 media opportunities for your region 

Our goal in the personal commitments above and on the previous page is to answer the following questions 
together: 

Who, exactly, are we trying to carry the message to in each of our PI outreach audiences — general 
public, helping professionals, and media — and the organizations within them? 

What, exactly, do we need to provide or contribute toward each of our PI outreach audiences’ needs to 
become a trusted and well-remembered resource? 

Where, exactly, is the best place to start our outreach in each of our PI outreach audiences and the 
organizations within them? 

When, exactly, is the best time to reach our PI outreach audiences — time of day, time of week, time of 
month, time of year — and the organizations within them? 

Why, exactly, should our PI outreach audiences be interested in our message and the voluntary services 
we provide to compulsive debtors like us? 

How, exactly, can we reach the still-suffering debtor through each of our PI outreach audiences? 

BONUS SUGGESTION: Invite your Intergroup members and their groups to join you in setting outreach goals for 
the year, too. It’s our 12th Step we’re talking about after all! One contact per week / 50 per year is a solid, 
attainable goal for any D.A. member. But meet our members where they are. If a local D.A. member is willing to 
make one outreach effort per month, please say: “You can do one contact per month? Thank you!” 


